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TWO SECTIONS
12 PAGES

Jottings from -. ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Jo's
Notebook

10c
Vol. 38

I'd like to write a column today, but to
yott-the- uth Istn in a real fit of confusion and depression.
Nothing serious, so don't worry, if you
planned to.
It dawned on me a couple of weeks ago
that maybe I'm losing my git up and go, or
maybe, I'm just getting too old to devote the
next "shears" of my life to a new kind of
newspaper publishing.
For this week, and at least for a few
more until we find out whether it's our age
or the printed page, we're putting out the
News in hot type, or letterpress again.
With the horrendous deadline of 2 p. m.
for the off-set method, and with having to
use paste and scissors to put the new-fangled
process together, I was getting to the point
where I was on scissors' edge all the time.
You wouldn't belieNie it if I told you
what a mess we've been in to revert to the
old way. But as it is written, thank the Lord
for big favors and little ones in proportion.
, We are grateful that we have dear old
T. C. Taylor and Joe Weaks in the back shop
and Annabelle Edwards in the front office
while we're doing this experimenting.
If it were not for them,Paul and I would
have been long gone into another world...
all cut up into small pieces of trivia.
Until we make up our minds which process is the least, painful, bear with us for
awhile, won't you?
The Fulton Beat
by the

Inquiring
Reporter...

Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

Fulton Teachers Vole
To Support KEA Plans
- The City of Fulton's Independent School
district voted Tuesday to follow the policies of
the Kentucky Education Association by engaging in a work stoppage if the General Assembly
fails to meet the salary demands of the state or,
garrization: —
By a vote of 34 for, and 2 against, the local
educational group went on record to engage in
such a work stoppage if it is called. Frank
Moore, president of the Fulton City. Education
Association told the News that this does not indicate any strong feeling towards what might
be called a "strike," but rather, an affirmation
of the policies of the KEA.
Mr. Moore, a delegate from
the Fulton group and Bobby
Snider will go to Frankfort
Saturday to attend-a--state-wide
meeting of the Kentucky Education Association when the
future action of the group will
be resolved.
Here in Fulton the independent district ranks 106 in the
state's 195 school districts in
the amount of salaries paid its
class-room teachers.'
A survey by a television station revealed Tuesday that
teachers in the Jaeben Purchase area of Kentucky overwhelmingly favor a work stoppage.
KEA's Board of Directors
met in Louisville Wednesday
night to discuss the situation,
during which officials called

James R. (Happy) Hogan,
one of old Erin's most faithful sons died suddenly last Saturday while in Memphis to
visit his wife who was confined
to the Baptist Hospital there.

Calling a gift to the Heart
Fund "one of the best business
investments' you can make,"
Mrs. R. T. Peterson, local
Heart Fund chairman, announced today that a special
business solicitation will be the
first major activity of the 1970
cs mpaign.
Heart-Days-For-Business will
be conducted during the 5-daY
period starting Monday, February 16.

The 66-year old custom of holding sessions
of the Fulton County Cireuit Court in Fulton
may fade into history unless some legislative action is taken tore-establish the court here, the
News learned today.
It was in 1904, more than two-thirds of a
century ago, that a Kentucky Statute was passed permitting cities of the fourth class to hold
-sessions of the circuit court in fourth class municipalities, when such cities were in the same
county, but away from the county seat, where
court is normally held.
In the halcyon days, when a ses:;ion of the
• • •

1, now situated just 16.5 -mile:
from Fulton.
It was this technicality that
influenced the dismissal of the
-

with otfliejerry
crimAittraIns'actan ed
of
conversion of property.
It also influenced the dismisa I of all other indictments
returned by the Fulton County
Circuit t'inirt Grand Jury is,a0(1 a t be time the Atkins indict ment V, as returned. Several
iiit hi. other indict ments involved v iol It ibris committed by
persons charged during the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company
strike Last Fall.

*

In a telephone conversation between
Mr. Graves and Mayor Nelson Tripp late
Wednesday afternoon the four-county Representative advised that he would begin at
once to talk to aides in the Legislative Research Commission as the best course of action to take in the matter of maintaiinng the
sessions of Circuit Court here. Meanwhile,
Mr. Graves advised Mayor Tripp to secure
supporting evidence from City Attorney
James Warren and Circuit Court Judge
Wood C.Tipton as to the necessity for maintaining the court sessions in the City of Fulton.
•• • *
court was one of the big events of the year, the
City of Fulton proudly guarded this distinction,
viewing the sessions here as an element of identity in legal circles.
Even when in 1940 the 1904 law was repealed, the grand jury continued its sessions
here, apparently without the proteetion of the
law in jurisdictional matters.

Mr. Barker, a retired farmer, is the grandfather of W. D.
Powers. He moved to Fulton
from Cobden, Ill., five years
Some 24 years after the law
:go., After 74 years of mar- was repealed and in an indictmany a sign of gasping sur- riage, his wife died last year.
ment returned here by the
vival as a result of the efforts
grand jury, the matter of the
devoted to it by Happy Hogan
lack of jurisdiction was introand a handful of other baseduced in a lawsuit, making it
ball enthusiasts.
Local Members To necessary to pass—new legislaUp until his death this genial
tion to permit--grand jury inIrishman could be counted updictments to be eturned in the
on to furnish the whereabouts Attend SS Meeting
City of Fulton.
(Continued on Page Six)
Regional
Southern States
In 1964 the Kentucky GenBoard meeting will be held, eral Assembly passed a law rewith registration beginning at establishing the City of Fulton
9:30 a. m., at Kentucky Lake
on Wednesday, February 18,
0, H. Campbell, of Hbnderson,
a member of the Southern.
States board of directors, will
preside at the meeting, the
main features of which will be
a report on the organizations
during the first six months of
A group of approximately
the 1909-70 fiscal year and a
fifty people, interested in the
look at the Constitutional ChalInternational Banana Festival
lenges for the 1970's.
and who realize that the naExpected to attend from the tional and international publiciFulton area are Douglas Han- ty received by the twin-cities
cock, manager of Southern because of the festival is not
States Cooperative, and local measurable in dollars and
board members, George Ray cents, attended a "brainstormGunter, W. B:Netherland and ing" session last night at the
John R. Ferguson of Fulton, local Chamber of Commerce.
Charles R, Adams of Hickman, A lengthy discussion on many
*
and Joe Sellars and Gayle of the problems that have
plagued the festival pointed
Happy Hogan
Barnes of Water Valley,

Happy, as he was known by
many friends, had spent
Friday night with his son Don
and his family, when he complained of feeling ill. Ile was
admitted to the Baptist Hospital on Saturday morning,
and while preparing to enjoy a
sports event on television Saturday afternoon was stricken
with a heart attack. He died
instantly at 3 p. m.
For the past several months
Happy had not been feeling
well. His death however, was
unexpected.
Happy4Illogan was not an orGene Gardner at WFUL's Weather Station
ganizati
man, in the sense of
the phrase, yet in those enQuestion: Doesn't this seem, so far, to be a re- deavors in which he was interested he was a dedicated supcord-breaking winter for snows in this area?
porter. His interest in sports
"According to the records as many snows in one winter was paramount. It can be said,
out
keeps
as
we
have
Kimbro
had
so
far
in this with no fear of contradiction,
that Tommy
that the Kitty League survived
here at WFUL, we have re- one."
corded at least twenty different snows this far, with the
first on November 14th. As far
as I can remember, this is the
most ever seen in this area in
one winter, and the winter may
not be over yet.
by Jo Westpheling
ed by Hubbard either singularly
We recorded seven different
(First In A Series)
or with other Sepktors only a
times it snowed before January 1st, nine different snows
so
How much of a legislator's ef- handfull, petaps4esi than five,
during January, and four
would directly affect the majority
far in February. Some of these
forts
are directed exclusively to
af
Hubbard's constituency. And
were "traces" or "flurries" to
matters dealing with his constitube sure, but it was still snow
even these, if passed, would affect
here
interested,
ency?
you're
case
In
all Kentuckians as much as they
is our record:
According to a resume of the would the voters and taxpayers in
"November and December:
/
2", 15-flurries, 19-2", 2220 bills introduced by Senator Car- Hubbard's five-county district.
14 - 11
/
2", 26-trace, and
trace, 25-11
roll
Hubbard of Mayfield the anThe Senate Resolution sought
6-2",
-trace,
31-1
/
2". January: 1
swer
is not much!
-trace,
19to adjourn the Senate in honor of
18
11-trace, 12-trace,
1
2", 21-flurries and
flurries, 20-/
However desirous it may be, the late Graves County Senator
23-flurries. February: 3-trace,
an elected representative is obli- Charles Waggoner.
5-light, 9-trace, 10-trace.
Nearly all of Hubbard's leg"Here at WFUL we maintain
gated to look at all sections of the
an official weather station for
islation carries some kind' of a
laws.
introducing
new
when
State
Cairo
at
the Weather Bureau
And this is apparently the way price tag, either by reducing curand keep daily records of precipitation, wind velocity, relamost legislators view their jobs. rent State revenue or by adding
tive humidity and barometric
Hubbard who represents the some board or agency to govern
pressure. I broadcast the first
First Senatorial District of Ken- some aspects of his proposed legisreading every morning at 6:
tucky, comprising Fulton, Hick- lation.
a. m. and we have four of
these "current condition" reman, Carlisle, Graves and MarThe bills range from granting
ports through the day, taken
shal
a
$600
counties
had
introduced
deduction for annuities restaOur
gauges.
right off our
twenty bills through February 2 ceived for the military retirement
tion has not been here for
many years, so I cannot give
in this session of the Kentucky system to eliminating state aid to
you much of a comparison beGeneral
Assembly and also one any mother giving birth to the
tween this and other winters,
third or subsequent illegitimate
but I can safely say that nevi\ Senate Resolution.
Of the twenty bills introduc- child. . . and declare them wards
in my memory have we had

'his

Number 6

Circuit -Court sessions Banned
Here Unless New Law Is Passed

The following representatives
of
business community will
visit the downtown business offices, stores and professional.
buildings: Ed Hailey, Paul
Kasnow, Dick Armstrong, Mrs.
into session the delegation as- Robert Morgan, Charles Ansembly to consider possible drews, John Joe Campbell,
Linda Arrington, Mrs. Hunter
sanctions.
A walkout has been one sug- B. Whitesell and James Butts.
gestion for dealing with possiThe outlying business centble_ inaction by the legislature ers
will be visited by the folon the KEA proposals.
lowing "High School Girl
The only group of teachers
Volunteers:'' Vickie Vowell,
who told WPSD-TV, Paducah,
captain, Shelia Barron, Paige
it would not support a walkout
Miller, Allison Miller, Donna
was in Calloway County, where
Rushing and Karen Treas.
the vote was 44-42 against
such a walkout,
Other votes ranged from twoto-one in McCracken County to
William Parker
five-to-one in Mayfield.
The salaries of Kentucky's
school leachers has become the Is 100 Years Old
over-riding issue in this session
of the General Assembly as it
William Barker celebrated
has almost every session for his 100th birthday on Tuesday,
(Continued on Page Six)
February 10, with open house
at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Nancy Powers on Walnut
Street in Fulton.

.Happy Hogan, A True Irishman
Buried In Union City Tuesday
There's a little bit Of Ireland
gone ftom out this way today.

Heart Fund
Gift Termed
flood Business

„Ai,*
Thursday, February 12, in,actlIct.
Ot44

Orr Monday of this week the
grand jury was called into session again and some of the indictments, dismissed because of
jurisdictional
technicalitit
were re-issued today. Of nece,
sity the new indictments wer.
not made public since the war
rants had not been issued tc
the persons involved.
The law barring sessions of
the circuit court here does not
necessarily bar cases from being tried here, if there is
agreement between the counsels involved.
At a meeting of the Fulton
City Commission Monday night
the matter of continuing the
circuit court sessions here was
discussed. ,It was the decision
of the Commission to contact
State Representative Ralph
Graves to introduce new legislation for holding legal sessions, of the court here.
Here is the law as passed in
1964:
•

as a legal site for holding sessions of the court and for action by the grand jury. The
new legislation s 1 ipul a ted however, that a city of the
fourth class, not the county
seat, must be situated over 17.
miles from the county seat.
The City of Hickman, the
county seat of Fulton County,
with the expanding city limits
of both Hickman and Fulton

23085 Places of holding
court in certain cities containing only fourth class
cities.

(1) That in all counties of
the state having a town of
not larger than fourth class,
and containing a population
larger than that of the county seat town, according to
the last federal enumeration
and situated over seventeen
miles from the county seat
town, the circuit court for
each of said counties shall be
held alternately so as to divide the time between the
county seat and the larger
town as the business of the
court may require, the first
part of such term as now
out the great need for suitable provided by law to be held
and sufficient housing for our at the county seat.
programs and additional man(2) All civil cases arising
power to stage the many ac- in such counties shall be tried
tivities.
in the county seat town or
Many suggestions were made the larger the nearest to
on possible ways to Improve *high the defendant, first
the ovdall scope 62 our pro- named in the complaint, regram. W. P. Burnette, festival sides.
president, pointed out the need' (3) All criminal cases aristo enlarge and improve the at- ing in such counties shall be
tractions offered to our visitors, tried in the county seat town
as well as our area citizens. or the larger town nearest to
(Continued on Page Six)
which the offense was alleged
to have been committed.
(4) Provided that the expense of furnishing a court
room and jail at such larger
town shall be borne by the
largetetown, as well as the
of securing a vault
to relax the state law requiring expense
and depository for books and
candidates to file their expense ac- papers pertaining to the recounts and exempt candidates cords of circuit cowl of such
and any other ex(from filing campaign expense ac- county,
penses pertaining to the movcounts) in cities of the third class. ing of records and holding
of
Hubbard, from Mayfield, lives in
said court at the larger town
without additional expenses
a city of the third class.
to the county.

Mrs. Wright, Stanley Jones
On Key Festival Committees

What Kinds Of Laws Do Our Senators Introduce? Here Are Examples

"St

of the State.
This is a commendable bit of
moral legislation, but the cost to
the Department of Welfare would
be astronomical. According to approximate figures, a dependent
child receives about $25 a month,
while the cost of committing a
child, as a ward of the State,
would cost approximately $70 a
month.
Then there is the Hubbard
bill, SB 51: Requiring continuing
education of practicing dentists
and penalties for not doing so; SB
113: To limit the liability of sheriffs for the acts or omissions of
deputies in an amount not to exceed the amount of the required
bond; SB 40: Requiring licensing
of electrical contractors and examination and licensing of electricians and SB 17: Reducing from
30 to 20 the number of years of
service credit for State Police.

Senate Bill No. 154 seeks to
establish The Business and Consumer Protection Act at a cost of
$100,000.00 a year for each of two
years to prohibit deception, fraud
...in connection with the sale or
advertisement of any merchandise
or service.
Oddly enough,the Act would
exempt publication and broadcast
media, which of course are the
prime sources for advertisement
pf any products or service.
So that you may be informed
as to the work of our State Senator we are publishing herewith
the legislation he has introduced
thus far.

Senate Bills 77 and 154 are
especially interesting. No. 77 seeks

Here are the bills:
(Continued On Page 2)

Mrs. Shanklin In
Memphis Hospital
Mrs. E. E. Shanklin, of
Latham, Tenn., is a patient in
the Baptist Hospital. at Memphis, and is in Room 764Union.
Mrs. Latham underwent surgery on Saturday, February 7,
and her condition is satisfactory.
She is a sister of Ralph
Breeden, of Fulton.
HELLO, WORLD!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry LeComu on the
birth of a son at 8:48 a. m.,
February 10, in Hillview Hospital. He weighed eight pounds,
nine ounces.

sities to be voting rather than
non-voting members; include
student and faculty member on
Board of Regents for Northern
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Kentucky State College.
Thursday, February 12, 1970
• •••
77—Sullivan,
Brock, Hubbard,
SB
"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
Miller
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
Amend various sections of
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."
KiiI6 Chapter 123 relating to
election campaign contributions
the sheriff; increase the pay of
Senator Hubbard—
and expenditures to include unthe
to
inferior
courts
in
One)
jurors
Page
(Continued From
der applicability of the law cancounties
circuit court, including
SB 14—Hubbard
for Judge of the Court
didates
containing a city of the second
Prohibit all state aid to any
of Appeals, Circuit Judge, and
for
$2.50
to
$1.50
from
third
class,
mother giving birth to the
offices in cities of the second
each case in which they serve.
or subsequent illegitimate child
class; exempt candidates for of* • a a
provide
1971;
after MHarch 1,
fices in cities of the third class
for termination of parental SB 51 — Hubbard, Davis. Strong, in addition to those presently
rights to such children and de- Garrett. Stacy, Hadden, Reichert, exempted; reduce the time in
Hicks
clare them wards of the state.
which the Registry preserves
* * •
campaign finance reports from
Amend various sections -of
SB 17—Hubbard, Farris
ten to two years; eliminate the
KRS Chapter 313, relating to
requirements of deputy camdentists, to specify the purpose
Amend KRS 16.505 relatpaign treasurers and campaign
of fabricating intraoral appliing to the State Police Retiredepositories; eliminate the reances as requiring the licensure
ment Systems, to reduce from
porting of personal travel exof persons taking impressions of
30 to 20 the number of years of
penses; alter filing procedure;
the human teeth or jaws; perservice credit after which a
reduce the number of pre-elecmit emergency performance by
member may declare his "Nortion finance reports required of
dental hygienists of dental opermal Retirement Date."
* * • *
atiQns upon patients; include candidates, their campaign committees and party executive
den 1 laboratories in licensure
SB 21—Harris, Hubbard, Middleand Iregistration requirements; committees, and alter the Mine
ton, Johnson
require continuing dental edu- dates; require the identification
Amend KRS 164. 591 to
cation of practicing dentists; of purchasers of over $500 in
omit Covington, Kentucky, as'i
fund raising tickets and the
penalties.
location in which a community
* • *
identification of recipients of
college shall be maintained.
* * * *
over $50 in campaign expendiSB 59—Hicks, Hubbard
tures; redefine an unopposed
SB 33—Hubbard
Create a new section of candidate; alter advertising reAmend KRS 199.640 to exKRS Chapter 16, relating to the
strictions; authorize Registry or
empt church sponsored and fiState Police, to define "Early
registered voter to file suit denanced institutions for orphans
Retirement Date"; amend KRS
claring a vacancy for violation
children
dependent
or other
16.520 to permit a member with
the provisions; authorize the
of
from licensure requirements for
five rather than ten years of
Attorney General, Commonsuch institutions.
service credit to elect to retain
wealth's attorney or the ,Regis*•a *
membership in the State Police
to sue for injunctive relief to
try
SB 40—Downing, Flynn, JohnRetirement System; amend
compel compliance; repeal KRS
HubReichert,
Stacy,
son, Beach.
KRS 16.576 to permit a mem123.081, 123.091, 123.130, and
bard, Palmer
ber to have the option to defer
123.992.
Create KRS Chapter 318A,
his election to receive his rerelating to the licensing of electirement allowance; create a'SB 113 — Harris, Beach, Carter,
tricians and electrical contracnew section of KRS Chapter 16 Hubbard,Johnson
tors; define applicability, covto permit a member to receive
Amend KRS 70.040 to limit
erage and terms; create an Elecearly retirement benefits on a
of sheriffs for the
liability
the
trical Administrative Board and
monthly basis; amend KRS
acts or omissions of deputies in
prescribe its powers and duties;
16.578 to permit beneficiaries to
an amount not to exceed the
require electrical installations
receive benefits commencing
bond.
electricertified
by
be inspected
the month following the mem- amount of the required
cal inspectors; require licensing
ber's death; permit beneficiaries
— Miller, Mazzoli, Davis,
of electrical contractors, and exof members not in active em- SB 117
Hubbard,
amination and licensing of elecployment nor on authorized Reichert, Beach, Baker,
Chin
tricians; establish fees and
of
years
more
or
leave with 12
Create new sections of KRS
grandfather clause; require wiractive service to receive monthChapter 164 to declare the Uniing meet standards and be inly retirement benefits as if the
versity of Louisville to be a
spected; require permit for elecmember had been eligible for
state instittuion of higher learntrical installation, except repair
monthly retirement; amend
ing and a member of the state
work in certain fields; require
KRS 16.581 to permit totally
of public higher educasystem
certibe
inspectors
municipal
and permanently disabled memtion; define the programs to be
fied; provide for suspension of
bers to receive normal retireprovided by the university and
license, hearing and right of apment benefits; amend KRS
the composition of its adminispeal; direct fees to an Electrical
16.591 to permit a partially distrative board; apply statutes reAdministration Fund of the
abled member to receive normal
to state universities and
lating
appropriate
State Treasury;
retirement benefits reduced by
colleges to the University of
$5,000 from fund for operations
the disability ratio, and permit
Louisville; amend KRS 165.020
with excess to the general fund;
a partially disabled member to
to require the Mayor of Louismake non-compliance a misdenormal retirement
receive
ville or his designated represenmeanor.
benefits which shall include the
to be a member of the
tative
Hicks
50—Hubbard,
SB
period of total and permanent
university Board of Trustees.
Amend KRS 29.390 to indisability reduced by his disacrease from $5 to $15 per day
bility ratio.
SB 123—Beach, Davis, Hubbard,
*
* *
the pay of grand jurors and
petit jurors in circuit courts; re- SB 60—Hadden, Billings, Carter, McCuiston, Billings, Strong, Mazquire persons who appear in Burke, Latta, Strong, Beach, zoli, Murphy, Baker, Garrett
Create numeous sections of
person in court in response to Stacy, Hubbard
KRS Chapter 139 to authorize
summons for jury service, who
Amend KRS 138.450 to rethe levy of a sales or use tax by
reside outside the corporate
the legislative body of any city
define retail price for motor velimits of the city in which the
or county at a rate of 1/2 of one
hicle as the actual sales price
court sits, and who are not exper cent; provide for the tax to
and, for computing the usage
empted or relieved, rather than
be collected by the Commontax, the value of the trade is to
don't claim exemption or ask to
wealth within the 5 percent
be deducted from the more exbe relieved, from jury service,
state sales and use tax under
pensive vehicle; require a sworn
be paid $15 instead of $5 per
affidavit from seller and pur- the provisions of Chapter 139;
day for each day they are reprovide for credit against any
chaser as to values; amend KRS
quired to be'and are in attendsales tax payable to the county
138.460 to require the actual reance; increase from $5 to $15 the
of the amount of sales tax imtail price"to apply to all motor
additional amount to be paid
posed by a city within the counvehicle registered for the first
petit jurors for each night they
July
after
ty;
or
on
apportion receipts to counstate
the
in
time
are kept together in custody of
ties and cities levying the tax
1, 1970; amend KRS 138.470 to
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
where the sales were made.
exempt from the usage tax
• • • •
Second. class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
transfers of motor vehicles inamend
—
consideration;
Johnson, Maz142
SB
Harris,
no
volving
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
the first of which was founded in HMO.
KRS 186.070 to permit a licens- zoli, Hubbard, Walters, Farris,
ed dealer, a bona fide salesman Palmer, Stacy, Flynn.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Propose to amend Section
or employee of the dealer to use
99 of the Constitution to permit
(at all times on the highways, a
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly PalsOrlt.
sheriffs to succeed themselves
motor vehicle dealer's license
in office.
plate; penalties.
Address all mall (.ubscriptions, change of ad-

EIDITOCIAILS

existing injury of an employee;
allow Special Fund to be made
a party to a case under certain
conditions; establish responsibilities of the Workmen's Compensation Board; require the
Commissioner of Labor to report Special Fund awards to the
Department of Finance; describe duties of the Commissioner of Finance.
SB 154 — Hubbard, Brock, Sullivan, Beach, Hadden, Burke, Carter, Baker, Masson, Miller, Davis
Create new sections of
KRS Chapter 367 to establish
the Business and Consumer Protection Act, to prohibit deception, fraud, false pretense and
promise, or misrepresentation
in connection with the sale or
advertisement of any merchandise or service; exempt exempt publication and broadcast
media; appropriate to the Department of Law $100,000 for
each of fiscal years 1970-71 and
1971-72.
• •

SB 166—Hubbard
Amend KRS 141.010 (10)
relating to definition of adjusted
gross income of taxpayers other
than corporations to authorize
deduction of up to $600 of annuities received for the military
retirement system.
•
SB 198 — Strong, Beach, Davis,
Mazzoli, Flynn, Hubbard, et al
Create a new section of
KRS Chapter 176 relating to
building and highway construction to permit contractors to
substitute certain U. S. securities( or bonds of the Commonwealth or of its political subdivisions for any percent of a
contract price retained pursuant to KRS 176.090 (1); direct
that interest or income on the
obligations so deposited be paid
to the contractor.
SB 200—Hubbard, Harris
Create a new section of
KRS Chapter 278 to prohibit
telephone rates in excess of the
local rate for calls placed and
received in the same county.

Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.

Thursday, February 12, 1970
•

• • • •

• • • *

SB 91—Beach, Hubbard
SB 75—Hubbard, Middleton
Create a new section of
Amend KRS 164.130 and
KRS Chapter 342 to limit lia164.320 to require student and
bility of an employer and the
faculty members of the boards
Special Fund to only that part
of trustees and regents of Kentucky state colleges and univer- of an injury not caused by a pre-

University of Indiana
Bloomington, Indiana
To all my friends of the International Banana Festival—
I am back in the routine rush
of college, a little behind, but
so much the happier because
of my trip to Ecuador. I cannot possibly begin to relate all
the wonderful moments I experienced there. It's a country,
so full of love and good will,
and the feeling of real relaxation, that perhaps, one day.
I'll go there to live, for always!
The highlight of my whole
trip was a little chaperone, elf,
and friend, named Evelyn. We
laughed together, cried together, dined and danced together,
and the city was made a much
happier place because she was
there. I'm sure you, the festival board, are aware of the
true worth there is in such a
person, and I am forever
grateful that you saw fit to
send her with me. I miss her
very much now, and I'll never
think of horses, planes rides,
city festivals, and bull fights,
without remembering her. She
is one of those—few and far
between - types, a real person.

your typewriter. Last week I
spent a day on the Vanderbilt
campus. The College Bowl was
a major topic of conversation.
Everyone was proud of the students on the team. I was told
that Chancellor Heard had received hundreds of letters from
people all over the country congratulating him and the University. I spent a good deal of
time with Professor Avery
Leiserson, whose son Was one of
the members of the team. He
said that everywhere he goes
people he hardly knows stop
him to shake his hand and congratulate him.
You ask how to get in touch
with McGeorge Bundy. You
just address him as "President,
The Ford Foundation, 320 E.
43rd Street, New York, N. Y.
10017."
Sincerely yours,
Reed Sarratt
Executive Director

CONGRESS OF THE
UNITED STATES
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
February 5, 1940-

Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Fulton County News
P. 0. Box 307
How can I say 'Thanks" for Fulton, Kentucky 42041
such an opportunity as I've
had? I can only hope I've rep- Dear Jo:
resented the Banana Festival
Thank you very much for
to the best of my ability, in
nice letter and the clipEcuador, and that I will con- your
from your newspaper. I
tinue to do so until I crown a pings
appreciate your thoughtfulnew queen.
ness and you may be sure that
Thank you all for everything Llew was pleased to see the
‘
—and for being such wonderful copy you sent.,
I have added your name to
friends.
my mailing list and I am hapMost sincerely,
py that you used my report in
Debbie S. May
your paper. I know that a
great many people are receiving the Fulton County News
and this is most beneficial to
me.
SNPA FOUNDATION
Thanks again for your interFebruary 3, 1970
est, and do not hestitate to call
on me at any time when I may
Dear Jo:
be of assistance to you.
How glad I am that VanderWith kindest personal regards
bilt did so well on the College and best wishes, I am
Bowl. It caused you to write
your column and send a copy
Sincerely qours,
of it to me.
Ed Jones
You aren't the only one who
P. S. Send me your paper
was inspired by the Vanderbilt and bill me for same, we need
students' performance to go to to receive it here.

weekend guests of Barbara's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. A. Homra.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock I In a simple, but impressive ceremony

'

dress. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041

Letters To Editor

20 YEARS AGO
February 10, 1945

At the weekly drawing sponsored by Ernest Lowe, manager of the Fulton Electric and
Furniture Company, Marvin Hill, Route 3,
Fulton, won a set of dishes last week and Clifford Arnold, 103 Bates Street, Fulton won a
set of tableware.
Otha Linton of Fulton, Wallace Webb of
Crutchfield and Nolan Shepherd of Water
Valley are included in the debate team at
Murray State.

Sunday afternoon, February 5, at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph William
Chenaie, on Pearl Street, Miss Lou Emma
Chenaie became the bride of Herman Claude
Sams, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Claude Sams, Sr., of Fulton. Rev. Louis D.
Ferrell, of the First Baptist Church, officiated. Miss Patricia Sublette was maid of honor
and Jack Austin served as best man. Following an unannounced wedding trip, the couple
will be at home to their friends at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Austin, 709 Vine Street.

45 YEARS AGO
February 13, 1925
T. M. Franklin, manager of Franklin Dry
The annual Minstrel Show of the Fulton Goods and Clothing Company, has just reLions will be presented February 22 and 23 turned from New York, where he purchased
this year at Carr Institute auditorium. Dr. the largest stocks in the firm's history, he reR. V. Putnam will serve as interlocutor.
ports.
In an exquisitely planned candelight
The new Yellow Cab, purchased and adceremony, Miss Lois Jean Hindman, daugh- ded to the fleet of the H. L. Hardy Taxi Comter of Mrs. Morton Watson Haws, because the pany, is just "another step forward" for probride of Rodney Authur Miller, son of Dr.and gressive Fulton.
Mrs. William C. Miller of Gaitersburg, Maryland, at the First Methodist Church on SaturThe lady fingers Hornbeak's Bakery is
day afternoon, February the fourth. Miss attempting to provide, are the kind of cak
Mary Lee Haws, sister of the bride, was maid made to serve with ice cream and not the kin
of honor. Bridesmaids were Miss Patsy Calli- boys are tempted to play with when the con
han of Jacksonville, Florida, cousin of the versation lags, Guy Farmer states. Mr. Farm
bride, Miss Bonnie Kistner of Beverly Hills, er recently took charge of the retail busine
Chicago, Miss Marilee Beadles and Miss Peg- of the bakery.
gy Scott of Fulton. Misses Susan Bushart of
Fulton and Carole Callihan of Washington,
Dewey Wiley was dangerously wound
D. C., cousins of the bride, were junior brides- in the face and chest from a shotgun blast r
maids, and little Miss Lynn Bushart and Mas- ceived while attending a dance near Duk
ter Lynn Thomas Callihan, II, cousins of the dom.
bride, were ring bearers. Jack Bain of Glen
Falls, N. Y. was best man and the ushers were
Quite a large crowd enjoyed a candy p
Billy Murphy, Parks Weaks, Read Holland, ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. G
Robert W.Snow, Billy Terry and Jack Brow- ner Saturday night, reports the Pierce co
der.
respondent.
Miss Barbara Homra, a student at Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo., and five
schoolmates, Misses Tilley Hagerty of Kansas
City, Mo., Miss Rosie Lee Sly of Fairfax, Mo.,
Miss Jerry Nalty of Brookhaven, Miss., Miss
Mary Talley of Decatur, Ill., and Miss Gratham Briagine of West Point, Miss., were

Jordan will soon be connected for el
tricity, announced Kentucky Light and Po
er Company this week.
Will Bethel, of Dukedom, has moved
Mrs. Morris' place near Walnut Grove, wh
Clarence Meacham did live.
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Miss Martin
Makes Known
Wedding Plans
Miss Christine Martin, of
Chicago, is today, announcing
the final plans for her wedding
to Lieutenant Kenneth Morgan
of Fulton.
The wedding will be solemnized in Chapel 1, Chanute Air
Force Base, Rantoul, 111., on
Saturday, February 21, at 11:30
a. m. The ceremony will be
performed by Chaplain Rogers,
Major, U. S. A. F.
Miss Martin has chosen her
sister, Miss Laura Martin, as
her maid of honor and Mrs.
Linda Bond, of Chicago, as her
Miss Jan Clement, shown left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim- matron of honor.
Bridesmaids
my Clement, Route 3, Fulton, has been named valedictorian of
will be Mrs. Linda Clem and
the South Fulton High School graduating class this year, and Miss Pam Mitchell, both of
Miss Dianne Frields, right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neal E. Champaign, and Miss Sue Junior of Chicago.
Frields, Route 3, Martin, has been named salutatorian. Miss
Lieutenant Morgan has sebased
3.88,
was
Frields'
Miss
and
3.94
was
lected David Koos of ChamClement's average
paign
as his best man. Groomson a four-point system.
men will be Richard Fry and
Michael Morgan of Fulton,
Chris Traicoff of Champaign,
and Henry Martin, Jr., of
Chicago.
Following the wedding, a reception will be held in the Colony Room of the Urbana
Richard Jackson, assistant to Columbia University. His work Lincoln Hotel.
the chairman of the art depart- is also shown in private and
ment at Murray &ate Univer- industrial collections in Kensity in Murray, will conduct a tucky, Tennessee, California,
workshop for local artists at Oklahoma, New York, and
the Fulton Woman's Club build- Texas.
ing on Walnut Street on Satthe first of three'
urday morning, February 14, This is
'workshops presently planned
beginning at 9 o'clock.
by the local Guild. The third,
Members of the local Art with Neil DeTeresa of Berea
Guild may attend the session, College in Berea, Kentucky,
which will end at 4 o'clock is will be held on the weekend of
the afternoon, without any March 7, with hours to be ancharge. Non-members of the nounced later. DeTeresa will
Pattern in drapery fabric ofGuild who 'wish to attend the present a study on "Color."
session are to contact Mrs. The local Art Guild is sponsor- ten presents a problem when
with
here
for
workshops
the
472-1996
hag
Hendon Wright,
the fabric is draped. A pattern
information regarding an at- financial gr ants available that is pleasing on a flat surthrough the Kentucky Arts face will not always look well
tendance fee.
Commission. The local group when hung in folds. This threeJackson will present the day pays for the hospitality and dimensional distortion can be
At the regular meeting of the
long study and work session on transportation of the visiting a trap when you purchase fab"Composition," and each par- artist and the state group pays ric unless you hold it in folds Fulton Women's Club last Friticipant is to bring his own the per diem fee to the artist. and stand far enough away to day, Mrs. Robert Batts was
elected president for the comequipment for working in any Participants are urged to view the total effect.
ing year.
medium.
notify Mrs. Wright of their
Other officers elected were
—Mildred W. Patts,
attend.
to
plans
general
Jackson will give a
La Center, Ky. 42056 Mrs. James Green, 1st vice
composion
study
information
President; Mrs. 'Harry 'Allison,
The regular meeting of the
Telephone 665-5671
tion, which will include still Art Guild will be Monday
3rd vice president; Mrs. James
life set ups and color slides.
Best, recording secretary, and
February 16, at 7:30
The remainder of the day will night,
Mrs. Gaylon Varden, correVanDenberg,
about
Aaltje
wonder
Miss
ever
you
M.
Do
P.
be spent with the participants
sponding secretary.
of
Department
ropelike
Arts
twisted,
Related
white
the
their
actually working with
The Music Department had
of Tennessee, Mar- strands of material found in
own paints, charcoal, pastel)), University
of this raw eggs? Known as "chal- charge of the program, with
charge
have
will
tin,
SaturOn
mediums.
or other
Mrs. C. W. Whitnel, Miss Trudy
azas", these strands are highly
day, February 28, Jackson will program.
Thompson, Mrs. George Comes
concentrated white appearing
return for a second study on
and Mrs. Nelson Tripp appearon each side of the yolk. They
composition, which will ining on the program.
wholenatural,
perfectly
a
are
by
clude, again, actual work
'Members were requested to
some part of the egg and serve
save Betty Crocker coupons,
to anchor the yolk in place.
the artists, and a critique.
which will be used to help buy
Jackson, 'associate professor
Chalazas are found th all eggs,
machine. They
kidney
a
with verying degree of prominand college supervisor of stushould be turned in to departence.
dent-teaching in art is a paintto Mrs. Harry
or
heads
ment
er, photographer and jewelry The Home and Garden De—Pat Everett Court- Allison.
maker. He received his Bach- partment of the Fulton WoKy.
house Benton,
Hostesses for the -social hour
elor of Arts at Georgetown man's Club will hold its regular 42024 Phone 527-6601
were Mrs. G. G. Bard, Mrs. C.
College, Georgetown, Kentucky meeting tomorrow (Friday)
W. Burrow, Mrs. M. T. Celliand his Master's degree from afternoon at 2 p. m. in the
ham, Mrs. Hugh Pigue and
University, New club home. Mrs. Arch HudColumbia
Do you know the difference Mrs. T. E. Wilson, who served
York City. Additional work has dleston will review the book
silver and refreshments.
been done at California Col- ''The Violent Friend" by Mar- between sterling
at a
lege of Arts and Crafts, Uni- garet McKay, the story of the. silverplate? Although
know,
versity of'Chicago and Murray life of Robert Louis Steven- glance it is impossible to
sterling is 925 parts pure silver
CLOTHING NEEDED
State :University. For his doc- son's wife.
to 75 parts of an alloy. The
toral program he (hose ColDonations of clothing and
Hostesses for the meeting will alloy adds hardness. While
umbia University. Exhibitions
metal other articles to the Randall
of his works have been shown be Mrs. Harry Allison, Mrs. silverplate has a bake
King family, who lost all their
at Louisville Art Center; James Best, Mrs. Ben Evans, coated with pure silver by the
possessions in a fire late SunEvansville, Indiana; East Ten- Mrs. Mildred Freeman, Mrs. electroplating process.
—Maxine Griffin, Clinton, day night, may be left at
State (Invitational Ray Graham, 'Mrs. Lawson
nessee
Evans Drug Store.
Ky. 42031
Show) an a one man show at Roper and Mrs.,Ann Whitnel.

Mrs. Batts Is
President Of
Woman's Club

Home, Garden Dept.
Plans Meet Friday

In a candlelight ceremony, marked with
quiet reverence, Miss Roma Kay Foster and
M. James E. King were united in marriage.
on Saturday, January the thirty-first, at 7:00
o'clock in the evening at the Pilot Oak Baptist
Church. The bride's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Mose B. Foster and the groom is the son of
Mrs. Lenora King and the late W. H. (Molly)
King.
Rev. W. D. Lowry, who had
married the bride's parents, handmadeo, by her mother. It
performed the ceremony be- was an old fashion design with
lure—the--attar—flanked—only victorian neckline _and. bouffant
with candelabra holding burn-—sleeves, ending at the wrist
ing tapers and fern, as were with wide cuffs accented with
the windows of the ehurch. re-embroidered Alencon lace
Family pews were marked and closed with rows of tiny
covered buttons.
with satin bows.
As the guests assembled, a
program of both old and modern love songs was presented by
Miss Susan Bostick, pianist,
and Miss Randa Nabors, vocalist, sang "One Heart, One
Hand" by Berstein, and "Give
Us This Day" by May. As the
couple knelt at the close of the
ceremony, Miss Nabors sang
Malott's "Lord's Prayer."
Escorted by her father down
an aisle adorned with hurricane lamps holding burning
tapers set in balls of fern, the
bride wore a gown of candlelight br.idal satin. designed and

The high rise bodice, featuring a silk organza yolk, was
accented with the lace and
closed in back with' tiny covered buttons. A very deep inverted pleat, falling from a- Dior
bow at the waist, formed a
self-train with a panel of lace
from waist to hemline, which
was encircled with scalloped
Alencon lace and motiffs. All
lace accents were heavily encrusted ,with tiny Seed pearls.
She chose to wear her matron
of honor's elbow length, candelight silk illusion veil, which
fell from a full blown lace rose
with each petal outlined in tiny
pearls tier bouquet of garden-

Bridesmaids
Entertain For
Miss Foster
Mrs. Lenora King entertainMiss Roma Kay Foster was
ed at her home Friday, night honored Saturday, January 31
following rehearsal for the before her wedding to James
The News takes pleasure in wedding of her son, James E. Edward King, with a brideswishing "Happy Birthday" to King and Miss Roma Kay Fos- maid luncheon at Holiday Inn
the following friends:
ter.
at one o'clock.
February 13: Jackie Long, Guests were served buffet
Hostesses were Mrs. Eugene
R. M. Lowry; February 14:
style and ate by candlelight,
Odin Fowler, John Reeks, Joe seated at two long tables dec- Dunevant, Misses Cindy HornWoodside; February 15: Mrs. orated with the wedding colors ra, Rita Craven and Melissa
Sam Joneil, Mary Nell Lowe, and featuring bride and groom Trevathan of Murray and their
mothers.
Bennie Reams;
arrangements. A gift from the
February 16: Wilmon Boyd, bride and groom was at each
The bride-elect was lovely in
Mrs. Ray Graham, Eugene attendant's place.
a brown double knit A-line
Moody, Vick Voegeli; FebruMiss Foster chose for the oc- dress. worn with printed silk
ary 17: David Craven, Helen casion a pale blue embossed scarf, and a gift corsage of
King; February 18: Charles crepe dress with tiny covered w,hite mums. The hostess gift
Cannon, Betty Pruitt, Mrs. Tom buttons at cuffs and neckline. was a crystal relish bowl.
Westpheling; February 19:
Those attending were Miss
Guests were seated at a UBarbara Stow.
Foster. Mr. King, Mr. and Mrs. shaped table, with an arrangeMose Foster, Rev. and Mrs. ment of magnolia • buds and
W. D. Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. leaves in a larger silver e'perOn Honor Roll
Charles, Bland and Sherry, Mr. gne.
Teresa Pennington, daughter and Mrs. John McClanahan,
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Pen- David and Steve. Mr. and Mrs.
A delicious luncheon was
nington, Route 3, Fulton, was Bobby Hargis, Gina, Lisa and served to the following guests:
among the 214 students named Ricky, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Miss Foster, her mother, Mrs.
to the Dean's Honor Roll for Dunevant, Miss Cindy Homra, Mose Foster; the bridegroom's
the fall semester at Oklahoma David Dunn, Miss Rita Craven, mother, Mrs. W. H. King, Mrs.
Baptist University, where ..she Jerry Kell, Miss Fonda Adams, Clifton Austin, Mrs. Elze Fosis a senior.
Humphrey McKendree, Miss ter, Mrs. Jelin E. McClanahan,
Melissa Trevathan, Rodney Mrs. Bobby Hargus, of LouisFoster, Miss Susan Bostick, ville, Mrs. Charles King, Mrs.
FOUNDER'eDAY
Miss Randa Nabors, Miss Don- Gaylon Rushing, Miss Donna
Terry-Norman PTA will obl na Rushing, Eddie Williamson. Rushing, Mrs. Robert Adams.
Miss Fonda Adams, Mrs. Bill
serve Founders Day today Bill Lyles, and Jerry Allen,
Trevathan of Murray. Mrs.
(Thursday) at 2:30 p. m. and
Harlan Craven. Mrs. Fred
VISITOR HERE
all past presidents are invited
do'attend. A short playlet -will - - Mrs.'Th. Russell. 4.f_ Homra, Mrs, Thomas Allen.
be presented by Mrs. Jackson's Oklahoma City, is a guest ;n Mrs. Eugenv• Dunevant, Miss
Crasecond grade and Mrs. Robert the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cindy Honira, Miss Rita
Van Doren aill give the devo- Davis on Eddings Street. She ven, Miss Melissa Trevathan
of Murray.
is a sister of Mr. Davis.
tional.

ias was arranged on a Bible
given to her by the groom.
Mrs. Carolyn Allen Dunevant
was her matron of honor and
wore a royal blue. velveteen
gown with victorials neckline
and bouffant sleeves closed
with velvet buttons. The A-line
was accented with
design
candlelight lace inserts from
shoulder to hemline and edging the neckline and sleeves.
Her royal blue silk illusion
shoulder-length veil was attached to a double bow and
she carried a kissing ball of
illusion puffs and pompoms.
Bridesmaids were Miss Cindy
Homra. Fulton; Misses Rita
Craven, Fonda Adams, Melissa
Trevathan, sorority sisters of
the bride, and Miss Donna
Rushing, cousin of the bride.
They wore gowns and carried
kissing balls identical to that
of the matron of honor. Little
Gina Hargis, niece of the
groom, was a miniature of the
attendants as she strewed
flower petals from a candlelight lace basket.
Eddie Williamson was the
best man, and groomsmen and
ushers- included Rodney Foster. Bill Lyles, Jerry Allen, Eugene Dunevant and Jerry Kell.
1.ittle David McClanahan,
nephew of the groom, carried
rings for t he .double ring ceremony on a candlelight satin
and lace pillow.
For her daughter's wedding,
SI rs. Foster wore a deep gold
double knit dress with matching embossed sleeveless coat
and whimsey. Her corsage was
a bronze cymbidium. Mrs.
King, mother of the groom,
wore a soft green &table knit
suit with matching iccessories
and a bronze cymbidium corsage. Mrs. Clifton Austin. inaternal grandmother of the
bride, wore a soft lavender
dress and coat ensemble and a
white carnation corsage. Mrs.
Elzo Foster, paternal grandmother of the bride, chose a
royal blue bonded knit suit
and wore white carnations.
Immediately following the
ceremony, the bride's parents
were hosts to a reception at
their home. The old-fashioned
oval dining table, covered with
a lace tablecloth, held a fourtiered wedding cake and guests
were served from a crystal
punch bowl and other appropriate crystal appointments.
The couple's gifts were on display and assisting at the reception were Mrs. Michael
Butts, Mrs. Fred Fahl, Mrs:
James Faulkner. Miss Margo
Mantle. - Miss Nancy Watson
and Miss Susan Crittenden,
Little Sherry King, niece of the
groom, handed each guest a
tiny rice bag.
As the couple left for a short
wedding trip, the bride wore a
navy knit dress featuring her
new initials monogrammed in
gold, a sleeveless gold suede
coat and tam, and •gold and
navy accessories, with a gardenia at her shoulder. They
will be at home at 2,15 North
Street. Murray,
Thirteent h
Kentucky, while they continue
their studies, the bride in the
School--of Nursing,. and—the
groom ,a major in Industrial
Arts.
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Dear Ann Landers: I'm a 16Year-old girl who has been told
a dozen times never to ride
with strangers but I paid no
attention. I was sure those
terrible things I read about in
the papers always happen to
someone else. It was 11:00
o'clock at night, and getting
cold. I decided to save the bus
fare and hitch a ride. I got
into the first car that stopped—
a blue sedan. A middle-aged
man was driving. Within two
minutes I knew I had made a
big mistake. The man looked
as if he'd been drthicing. He
asked me some crazy questions.
Suddenly he turned into a side
street then onto a dirt road.
I thought of jumping out, but
the doors weer locked and he
was driving pretty fast. Suddenly, he stopped behind a
clump of trees, dragged me out
of the car and tried to rape me.
I managed to get free and ran
for my life. He chased me and
I fell. Before I could get up, be

literally pulled me up by the
hair and began to beat me to
"make me behave." I got
lose and started to run again—
this time into a barbed-wire
fence. Somehow I crawled
through a hole in the fence and
hid behind a clump of bushes.
He lost sight of me so I kept
my head down and remained
still. I must have lain there for
20 minutes when I heard his
car drivs3fff
I then began to walk home.
It was the longest walk of my
life. I had hurt my knee and
my head was bleeding where
the
he hit me. I stopped at
first house I saw and called
got
and
the police. They came
me and drove me home. I'm
still recovering from sprains
and bruises, but I'm lucky to
be alive.
If my letter can save just
one girl from going through
what I experienced, it will be
worth the effort it took to
write it. — Dumb and Lucky

Dear D & L: Congratulatiohs become insecure and unpre— on being alive, that is.
dictable, like a car without
brakes. Nothing is sadder than
Dear Ann Landers: I'll bet a hostile, pesky, disobedient.
from
zillion
a
letters
you've had
disrespectful kid. You know at
people who are furious with once that he is also lonely and
Los Angeles Bob — the man miserable. — Bub No, 2
who wrote to say he doesn't
Dear Bub No. 2: You are
dislike cats — it was children
he hates. Bub went on to say right. I did get a zillion letters
he is sick of our child-centered from readers who were furious
society — that most parents wi'h Bub No. 1. But I received
are scared to death of their half a zillion letters from peokids. They cater to them, bribe ple who wrote as you did. But
them and live in fear of incur- yoitY letter was best. Thanks
for writing.
ring their disfavor.
Bub made an excellent case
Ann Landers' best selling
for an unpopular position. But
he missed the most important book, "Truth Is Stranger," a
point — that the kids are not collection of her best columns
over the past 14 years is availto blame. It's the parents.
Children are 'born unspoiled able in paperback by Bantam
and lovable. 'They are taught for 95e—wherever paperbacks
to be rude, inconsiderate, de- are sold. ,
structive and obnoxious. They
Ann Landers will be glad to
are constantly testing to see help you with your problems.
how far they can go — how Send them to her in care of
much they can get away with. this newspaper, enclosing a
When no limits are set and they self-addressed, stamped encan do as they please, children velope.

shown above with lieutenant Governor and Mrs, Wendell Ford at
Mrs.
Frankfort, where members of the Executive Board of the Democratic Woman's Club of Kentucky were
the Fords for their January meeting.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

existing injury of an employee;
allow Special Fund to be made
a party to a case under certain
conditions; establish responsibilities of the Workmen's Compensation Board; require the
Commissioner of Labor to report Special Fund awards to the
Department of Finance; describe duties of the Commissioner of Finance.

sities to be voting rather than
non-voting members; include
student and faculty member on
Board of Regents for Northern
Kentucky State College.
*

a ••

Letters To Editor
University of Indiana
Bloomington, Indiana

your typewriter. Last week I
spent a day on the Vanderbilt
campus. The College Bowl was
a major topic of conversation.
Everyone was proud of the students on the team. I was told
that Chancellor Heard had received hundreds of letters from
people all over the country congratulating him and the University. I spent a good deal of
time with Professor Avery
Leiserson, whose son was one of
the members of the team. He
said that everywhere he goes
people he hardly knows stop
him to shake his hand and congratulate him.

SB 77—Sullivan,Brock, Hubbard,
Miller
To all my friends of the International Banana Festival—
Amend various sections of
KRS Chapter 123 relating to
I am back in the routine rush
of college, a little behind, but
contributions
campaign
election
the sheriff; increase the pay of
so much the happier because
Senator Hubbard—
and expenditures to include unof my trip to Ecuador. I canjurors in courts inferior to the
Sulli(Continued From Page One)
Brock,
Hubbard,
SB
—
154
der applicability of the law cannot possibly begin to relate all
counties
including
court,
circuit
Car14—Hubbard
Burke,
Hadden,
SB
the wonderful moments I exdidates for Judge of the Court van, Beach,
containing a city of the second
Prohibit all state aid to any
perienced there. It's -a country,
and ter. Baker, Masson, Miller, Davis
Judge,
Circuit
Appeals,
of
for
so full of love and good will,
class, from $1.50 to $2.50
of
sections
new
Create
mother giving birth to the third
offices in cities of the second
and the feeling of real relaxaeach case in which they serve.
KRS Chapter 367 to establish
or subsequent illegitimate child
class; exempt candidates for oftion, that perhaps, one day,
* * * *
the Business and Consumer Proafter MHarch 1, 1971; provide
I'll go there to live, for alfices in cities of the third class
ways!
tection Act, to prohibit decepfor termination of parental SB 51 — Hubbard, Davis, Strong, in addition to those presently
You ask how to get in touch
tion, fraud, false pretense and
rights to such children and de- Garrett, Stacy, Hadden, Reichert, exempted; reduce the time in
The highlight of my whole
Hicks
trip was a little chaperone, elf, with McGeorge Bundy. You
promise, or misrepresentation
clare them wards of the state.
preserves
Registry
the
which
*
and friend, named Evelyn. We just address him as "President,
in connection with the sale or
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Norman Blaylock
Norman Blaylock of Route
2. Dukedom, died in the Fulton
Hospital Sunday affernoon,
February 8, following an extended illness.
Mr. Blaylock. 49, was born
in Graves County, the son of
the late Archie M. and Ellen
:McGuire Blaylock, and was
a maintenance mechanic. He
was a World War II veteran, a
' member of the Cuba Missionary Baptist Church and a Mason.
Masonic rites were conducted Monday night at Jackson
Funeral Home in Dukedom
and funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon in the Cuba
Missionary Baptist Church,
with Rev. Charles Nelson and
Rev. Norman Crittenden officiating.' Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Surviving are his wife; three
sons. Edward of Clinton, Jerry
of Cuba and Ricicey. at home:
one daughter, Mrs. Johnny
Hurl of Mayfield: three sisters,
Mrs. Novella Blaylock of Detroit. Mrs. Basil Mathis of
Dukedom and Mrs. Ora Cooper of Culta: two brothers, Gordon Blaylock of Dukedom and
It:.inontl Blaylock of SmithITV grandchildren.
1:01

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

James C. Walker
,
Funeral services for James
C Walker were held last Saturday afternoon, February 7,
in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. James Law,
son, Rev. Jim O'Brien and
Rev. Joe C. Gardner officiating, Burial was in Pleasant
View Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Walker died Wednesday
night, February 4, in the Veterans Hospital in Memphis, following a long illness.
Fifty years of 4.ge,_mr.
er was born in Hickman County, the son of Mrs. Lucy Hindman Walker and the late Bert
C. Walker. He had been a resident of the Beelerton community, all his life and was postmaster at Water Valley, residing on Route 1, Water Valley.
He served in the U. S. Navy
in the South Pacific during
World War II. He was a member of the Wesley Methodist
Church and the Water Valley
Masonic Lodge.
In addition to his mother, IL
e
is survived by his wife, Mrs I.
Frankie Burress Walker and
one son. James D. Walker, of
Route I, Water Valley; one
one daughter, Mrs. Mary Jane
lillarmon of Water Valley; one
brother, Wesley R. Walker of
Water Valley and one sister,'
Mrs. Fred Beck of Clinton.

Archie G. Babb
Babb died in the
Archie
Veterans Hospital at Memphis
on Wednesday. February 4th.
Funeral services were held
in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel. Saturday. February 7,
ith Rev. Gerald Stow officiating. Burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery.
- Mr. Babb, 49, who resided on
Carr Street in Fulton, was
Weakley County,
born in
Tenn.. the son of the late Horace G. and Frances Louise
Westbrook Babb. His wife, the
Josephine Shankle,
former
,
preceded him-in. death.
He was a retired plumber, a
member of the Methodist
Church, a World War II veteran and a member of the
Elks.
Surviving are three sons,
James R. Babb of Chicago,
Richard D. Babb, of the U. S.
Marines at Camp Pendleton,
Calif. and Ross A. Babb of
'South Fulton; one daughter,
Miss Belinda Babb of South
Fulton; one granddaughter,
Sandra Babb of Chicago; five
brothers, Elvis, Harry and Ed
Babb of Sollth Fulton, Hardy
Babb of Rives, Tenn., and
George Babb of Union City,
and five sisters, Mrs. Susie
Camp of South Fulton, Miss
Mozelle Babb of Dresden, Mrs.
Christine King of Memphis;
Mrs. Dorothy Pittman of Taylor, Mich., and Mrs. Lucy
Clark of Waukegan, Ill.

Clarence Jones
Funeral services for Clarence Jones were held last Friday, February 6, in Jackson's
Funeral Home chapel at Dukedom, with Rev. Gerald Stow
officiating. Burial was in Old
Bethel Cemetery, near Dukedom.
Mr. Jones, 80, died- at his
home on Route 3, Fulton, on
Wednesday, February 4th.
A retired farmer and a World-ç,
War I veteran, he was born in Graves County, the son of the
late W. H. and Mary Ann Golden Tones.
Survivors include twd brothers, A. N. Jones of Route 5,
Fulton, and T. A. Jones of
Hopkinsville, and several nieces
and nephews.

• LATHAM
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings and Sabrina, of Lexington, Ky., spent last week with
homefolks. They left for home
last Tuesday.
Mrs. Anne Dortch has been
ingisposed for the past two
weeks with high blood and
other complications and is under the care of Dr. Wilson.
Aunt Gonie Turner, the foster mother of Huel Wright, is a
patient in the Fulton Hospital,
CARD OF THANKS
I want to thank all my having been carried by a
Jackson
ambulance last Friday
friends and neighbors for all
their prayers, visits, flowers night.
Mrs. Mignon Morrison and
and cards during my stay in
the hospital. A special thanks Mrs. Madge Cummings attendto the doctors, nurses and hos- ed the funeral of Mrs. Laura
pital personnel for their many Usrey last Thursday at Old
Bethel. She passed away in
acts of kindness.
Martin, but was a former resiMrs. Marvin Sanders
dent of this community. Sus
vivors include Mrs. inlarene
Harwood of this community,
Mrs. Ozell Stafford of Arkansas, Mrs. Montel Jones of
Martin, and one son, Raymond,
of Hazel Park, Mich. Funeral
services
and interment were
See us for - - at Old Bethel, with Jackson
Your insurance Needs Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Late news from Ruport Rea,
of Detroit, who has been seriously ill, is that he is much
Fulton 472-1341
better. Mrs. Carl Branp, Mrs.
'Louise Rea Crews and Billy
Rea visited him last week end.
Chess Morrison has appeared
better for the past week. His
visitors include Orven Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings, Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Cummings and Sabrina
of Lexington, and John ColANDREWS
( ley.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
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FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST

The pastor, the Bible and the Christian Science text book,
"Science and Health With Key to the Scriptures," by Mary Baker
Eddy.

Science Society Fulton by The Mother Church, The First Christ of
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts. M additional room was
needed, the present site of the church was purchased in August
1934.

The -Organjzation of Christian Science Society, Fulton, Kentucky, was the culmination of a desire by students of Christian
Science in Fulton to establish a church where Christian Science
services could be held regularly. Since the first meeting regular
services have heen maintained.
The first service was held in October 1927 in the home of
one of the group. After meeting three Sundays, they and other interested Christian Science students met in the American Legion Hall,
over L. Kasnow's. In the spring of 1928 a room over Fall and Fall
Insurance Company was rented. Here, in July 1928, they were organized as a Christian Science group.
In October 1931 the group, with members from Fulton,
Hickman, Martin and Crutchfield, was recognized as Christian.

The residence was remodeled and made suitable for church
services, Sunday School meetings and a reading room, open,the
public.
In April 1951 the old building was torn down and the present building begun. The cornerstone was laid July 4, 1951 and the
first service in the new church was held October 7, 1951.
Dedication services were held Sunday, December 7, 1952. A
Christian Science Church must be free of debt before it can be
dedicated. On January 16, 1958 it became the First . Church of
Christ, Scientist.
Sunday Service and Sunday School
Wednesday Service
All are welcome
(Photoi Courtesy" Gardner's Studio)

11.00 A M
8:00 P. M.
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• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

Frank Welch
Honored For
Fine Service
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Our condolences to the family
of Mrs. Lula Colley in the loss
of their dear mother and
grad mother, who passed away
Frank Welch was honored
early Monday morning. She
was the oldest member of Oak last Saturday night, February
7,
at the Trinity Episcopal
Grove Church of Christ and
Two persons were killed and condition was listed as critical.
was laid to rest in the ceme- Church, for his devoted service
two injured, one critically, in a
Also injured in the accident
to
this
community through the
tery there. She was the mother
four-vehicle
accident near here was Daryl R. Beasley, 21, of
of John Colley and Mrs. Vir- Twin-Cities Bi-Raclai CommitSaturday
late
night.
Wingo
Rt. 2. He sustained nuginiri Davis. To know Mrs. Col- tee.
merous cuts and bruises, but
Clyde Stunson, president of
Killed in the crash were Gary
ley was to love her.
was listed in satisfactory conFuneral' services were held the Twin-Cities Bi-Racial ComL. Latham, 22, of South Fulton, dition
at the FullerMorgan
and Miss Beverly Overby, 19,
Thursday at Old Bethel. for mittee, introduced Mrs. DoroHospital in Mayfield.
also of South Fulton. They
Mrs. Laura Usrey. who was 96 thy Jackson, treasurer, who
State 'Proper James Fennel,
were pronounced dead on aryl•ars old. She was the sistUr presented Mr. Welch with tie
who investigated the accident,
of Mrs. Maggie Pankey and tac of white gold with a chip
rival at the Fulton !Hospital
said
the Bell vehicle attempted
about 12'30 a. rn Sunday, to
Mrs. Ammie Seay. She leaves diamond. Mr. Welch, accepting
pass a car driven by Glen
about 40 minutes after the acher children and grahdchildren the gift, expressed to the group
A. Dowden, 16, of Martin,
cident occurred.
to mourn her passing. Our how much he had enjoyed
Tenn., Rt. 4, on a hill about
sympathy to all this familly in working with the organization.
Both Latham and Miss Over- Iwo miles north of Fulton. At
Over sixty persons enjoyed dinitreat loss.
by NA.t.re passengers in a car the crest of the hill the Bell
Neal Jones visited his bro- ner in the Fellowship Hall of
driven by Steve Bell, 18, of car collided headon with a
--titer. Clarence Jones. Wednes- the church.
Mr. Welch, with Ferry-Morse
Union City, Tenn., Rt. 4. Bell pickup truck driven by Beasitty morning and found that
was injured in the accident ley.
be 'lad passed on in his sleep Company. and Mrs. Welch are
The impact of the collision
and was taken to the Obion
Ttiti,day nigh!. His body was leaving this community soon
County General Hospital at drove the truck about 25 feet
kin to Jacksnn's Funeral to take up residence in OntarUnion City. He was transferred backwards and into the rear of
io. and services were held io, Canada.
to the Memphis Methodist the Dowden vehicle, the trooper
afternoon, with
Hospital
a_t_2 p. m. thuiday. A said. The truck's hood was
HOME BURNS
l't•v Gerald S.tow officiating..
spokesman at the Memphis knocked from the vehicle and _
A residence at 304 Eddings
II'. !MIN sea: laid to rest in
hospital said Bell suffered struck the left front portion of
(l1,1 lit•thel Cemetery. Clarence Street. belonging to Dr. L. A.
fractures of both arms, a head a fourth car, driven by James
nt livcd in the old Kingston Perry and occupied brlfr and
injury and an eye injury. His Gordon Williams, 18, of Fulton,
Y:iore community for his 50 Mrs. Randall King'and family
Trooper Fennel added. Neither
• —trs of life, lie leaves to bro- ..vas destroyed by fire of unDowden nor Williams were inthers. Tom and Neal Jones. known origin, just before midjured.
and several nieces and nephews night last Sunday night.
However, the trooper said
All contents of the house were
I,, mourn his going. Our symPaducah Mayor Bob Cherry (left) visited Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield (D.: Ky.) and Mrs. Odessa Stubblefield to discuss the
Dowden has been charged with
pathy goes to all mourning his• destroyed.
effects of pending legislat,on on the Paducah area during a re:ent trip to the nation's capital. Mayor Cherry attended kriisfThe following were patients reckless driving and failure to
passing.
in Fulton Hospitals on Wednes- stop and render assistance at
ings of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce on Administration policies and the legislative outlook. A past president of Florists'
MADDOX IN TRAINING
Mrs. Inez Smith. of Hattiesthe scene of an accident, and
day, February It.-Thomas R. Maddox, son of
burg. Miss.. -is spending a few
Transworld Delivery Association, he also met with fellow leaders of the florist industry to plan for expansion of research
Williams has been charged
days with Mrs. Eva Williams Mr. and Mrs. Tom Maddox, is
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
services for floriculture, whose products are valued at more than $1.2 billion at the retail level.
with reckless driving. No
;osl attended the funeral of now taking his basic training
charges have been flied
in the army at Fort Bragg, N.
Mr. Jones..
'Mrs. Warren K. Cruce, Ful- against
either Bell or Beasley.
Mr. and Mrs. .T. P. Jones C. His address is Pvt. Thomas
ton; Mrs. Norman Wilkerson, •
Miss Overby, a native of FulMcClellan of Scottsdale, Ariand daughter Dana. of Padu- R. Maddox, 401-72-6076, Co. D.
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Dennis ton
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County, was employed as a
zona. Ten grandchildren also
cah. spent the week end in 9 Br, 2nd U. S. AS11_1, 3rd • GOOD SPRINGS
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French, James Pierce, Laura
file clerk at a bank in MemNews From Our
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Ful'on with Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Btn. Fort Bragg, N. C. 28307.
Burns, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
of many of the former Kitty survive.
phis,
and was a member of the
Funeral services for Mr. Hodie Bushart.
J. E. Kirby, Neal Qinard, Mrs.
League baseball players who
South Fulton Baptist Church.,
Boys In The
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were
held
Tuesday
on
Ernest
Uncle Bob Cannon was taken
Smith:
Dick
McIntyre,
have
Those from Good Springs atgone to the far corners of
She is survived by her parmorning at ten a. m, with a
to the Obion County Hospital • Chestnut
J. D. Simpson, Mrs. James
Glade tending the meeting of Hope- these United States to .make requiem
mass at St. Edward's
in Union City last Monday. We
Legate, Mrs. Mack Pruett, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Goble Overwell Cemetery at Humboldt their respective homes.
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
hope he can soon be home
Mrs. Ralph Vance, William by; a sister, ?Mks Brenda OverHe was an ardent fisherman. Church. Burial was in Eastview
Sunday were: Mr and Mrs.
Cemetery in Union City with
again.
Duncan, Mrs. H. P. Allen, Mrs. by, of South Fulton, and her
* Loyd Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. He and now Governor Louie B.
grandparents._ Mr. and Mrs.
Another week is beginning Durrell
Father William Hagman, pasElder Bobby Crouch filled
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM Larry LeCornu, William Kees- John T. Hawks of &kith Fulton
McCall, Rev. and Mrs. Nunn were fishing "buddies"
tor of St. Edward's officiating. (AHTNC) Dec. 24 - Army
his regular second Sunday ap- with winter weather, this sec- Oren Stover and Mr. and Mrs. long before the Glasgow
ler,
Mrs.
Royce
S.
Lowe,
South
Priresiand -Mrs. Mattie Overby of
pointment at Old Bethel Sun- ond week in February. The Hillman Westbrook.
dent achieved the highest elect- Hornbeak Funeral Home of vate First Class Roy E. Tay- Fulton; James Conner, Route Fulton Rt. 5.
Fulton was in charge of ar- lor, 20, son of Mr. and
day morning, with several at- snowfall on February 9 is re2, South Fulton; Earl Wray,
ed
office
the
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Mrs.
ommonweal
th
Funeral services for Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Volan Gore
tending services. Elder Crouch, ported to be the 24th of this
Roy M. Taylor, Route 1, Crutch- Mrs. France Pearce, Wingo; Overby were held at
of Kentucky. It was a well kept rangements.
2 p. m.
Mrs. Crouch and son visited winter. However, there are but came for Mrs. Grace Arm- secret that will the
Mrs. Claude Fields, Route 2,
field,
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to
the
chief
exMonday
strong
Jimmie
and
at the Hornbeak Funlast Sunwith Mr. and Mrs. Pete Win- few more days of the winter
Americal Division in Vietnam, Wingo: Mrs. Ted Stewart, eral Home with the Rev.
ecutive wantedi to get away to TEACHERS—
day
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their
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Gerstead and family after the months and we can. look forDukedom; Gilbert Ladd, Water
Dec. 6.
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ward to the hopes of spring.
church service.
Valley; Mrs. James Sanger, ald Stow officiating. Burial was
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good
dinGarMrs.
Lula Colley. who was
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams.
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Hogan was invariably in the reviewing the progress
dens.
that
of Mayfield. visited Mr. and reported critically ill last week, ner and good music were Mr. small party.
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Bethel, and all drove down near useful life in the community
Lawrence Wetherby. One of taxes in some sections
member of the Water Valley
of the Hicks, Route 2, Hickman, Ky.,
Fulgham to visit Mr. and Mrs. for almost eighty-eight years. and confined to her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Holly, Baptist Church, and was an
She had been a member of the • Mike Brown is making good the proudest moments in Hap- state, the beginning salary of was promoted Dec. 8 to Army
Lincoln Bailey..
py's life was when the former a class-room teacher
is still specialist four, while serving Mrs. 'Lela -McAlister, 'Mrs. Army veteran.
. It look: like we are in for Oak Grove Church of Christ recovery from recent surgery governor
made
a handsome not competitive with the salary with the 4th Infantry Division Linda Clayton and baby, Mrs.
He is survived by his wife,
another snow this morning. congregation longer than any in the Baptist Hospital at Pa- fishing
boat available to him scale of surrounding states.
June Madding and baby, Mrs. Mrs. Nellene Jackson Latham
in Vietnam.
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inspiration to have the privi- home last Saturday, though
We knew him well. He was in the City of Fulton.
Across Company A, 2d Battalion of bler, Mrs. Lena Kash, Robert Mr. and Mrs. Billy Latham of
We were sorry to hear of so lege of the association with still not back in school.
Mrs. Evie Mitchell was sick a devout Catholic, a generous the border in Tennessee the the division's 8th Infantry near Powell, Clarance Graham, Mrs. South Fulton; three sisters,
many deaths the past few days. her and her devoted family.
and kindly
Mildred Anderson Mrs. Zinkie Mrs. Joyce Copeland of South
Our sympathy goes to all these Funeral service was at the and under the doctor's care last mentalist-o man, and a senti- scale is from approximately Pleiku.
f the first water. He $500 Id 1700 lower, according
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Mrs.
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Joyce Morris, Mrs. a brother, Tony -Ray Latham
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Here are some comparisons:
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again.
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Funeral services for Mr.
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the Minimum Foundation .pro- were begun/
in Milton School Crutchfield; Horace Mosier, —Upholstering, Modern and
and son., of St. Louis, and Mr. ially invtied to each service. not able to work as much as V, 1907, the son of the late gram and not from local tax Monday.
These courses are be- Mrs. Blanche Via, Curtis VauIdr: and Mrs. Timothy Harry
Antique
and Mrs. Bobby Rickman, of Which are at 9:45 and 11:45 before.
revenues, except in some ing Taught
by qualified instruc- ghn, Clinton; Mrs. Margaret
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Huntsville, Ala., arrived the a. m. and at 6:30 p. m. on
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Tilghman Hall, Union City; Luther Morri- —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
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was informed today,'"N
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package store.
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The bookkeeping classes will
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Get-well wishes are sent to much worse on Saturday and interested in having programs manager of the old Usona
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Hotel. At the outbreak of mail all Federal income
Mrs. Everette Fhanklin, who is is a patient in the Fulton Hos- that appeal to each
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segment of World War II he went to Birmand the cost will
a patient in Baptist Hospital in pital.
our population," Burnette said. ingham, Ala. for employmen returns to the IRS Service be $10.00.
t Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 45298,
Memphis. where she has unMr. and Mrs. John Colley
Committees will be appoint- in defense contracting in
the Robert J. Dath, District Direcdergone major surgery. Each were dinner guests with Mr. ed within a few days to pursue
shipyards there. Mrs. Dorothy tor of Internal Revenue
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of her friends wish for her a and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan af- many of the suggestions
for
made Hogan died on Nov. 5, 1946. At Kentucky,
HEAVY LAYERS
said today.
soon complete recovery.
ter attending service at Oak during this meeting. Two
ap- one time he made his home
Forty Years Flock ImproveAn envelope addressed to the
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz Grove Sunday. Mrs. Colley and pointments were announced at
in
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City.
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with Miss Margaret Bynum.
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former president Revenue Service."
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Mrs. J. W. Bynum and son, Mrs. Inlarene Harwood, of this Kentucky who attended
last
• Bask on Biloxi's 27 mile long sand beach
Hal. and Mr. and Mrs. Larry community, and to other mem- night's meeting on invitation Business Club, a member of Ohio, West Virginia and Michi- outside, excellent running orthe
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Hawks.
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the Men's Club of St. Ed- eral returns to the above
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Jimmy Hogan of McComb,
In on the celebration. We had shut in for several weeks and of the twin-cities as much
as MISS.; two sisters, Mrs. John
dinner and a nice visit. They Mrs. Williams is unimproved your unique festival," Coots P.
Murphy of Sun Prairie,
are my grandchildren and at this time. Their daughter. said. Mr. Coots pledged
his Wisconsin and Mrs. Charlie
great-grandchildren. I had the Judy. and grandson, Billie help to the Board and expressMiller of Memphis; two step"Happy Birthday" song from Milam, from Arkansas, visited ed his desire to attend
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Any outlandish increase in tuition for outof-state students can result in great financial
damage to the state universities involved and
to Kentucky's economy, a study of the problem
released this week by the Student Government
Office of Murray State UnWersity revealed.
Pointing out the huge revenue losses that
are accruing as the result of a sharp decrease
in the enrollment of out-of-state students the
statement shows that at Murray State University the loss of income amounted to a half million dollars for the 1969-1970 school year. In
the 1970-1971 school year.the loss is anticipated at nearly a million dollars.
Here is the report:
no individual institution exceeding twenty percent outof-state enrollment.
Presently Murray has 25.6%
of its, total enrollment as outof-state students. Other schools
have the following percentages:
Western Ky. University 14.2%
Eastern Ky. University 17.1%
Morehead State Unv. 23.5%
.Ky. State College
27.1%
University of Ky.
19.5%
(Percentage does not include
foreign students.)
Campus disorders at Universities and Colleges throughout America have caused
a
rising alarm in attitudes of
Insulated
members of state legislatures.
Rubber
As a result, various legislators
have proposed legislation to
precent this situation from
arising in Kentucky. In 1968
a member of the Kentucky General Assembly proposed to increase non-residents fees to
$900. The measure was voted
upon, passed and sent to the
WE MAKE TerYS
Governor. Governor Louie Nunn
•
tenrt. tphreiolregto
-

On November 20th, 1969,the
Council of Publft Higher Education appi•oved a report of
the out-of-state student comlimiting out-of-state
mittee
student enrollment in the freshman classes at the state-supported Institutions of higher
education to twently percent
beginning with the Fall Semester 1970; and that by the Fall
Semester 1973 the out-of-state
institutions be limited to fifteen
percent of the combined total
undergraduate enrollment with

BOOTS
$4.99 Pr.

ivseitaoetudrethaedjbotulrn
1
Railroad Salvage•
action taken in the General
Assembly„the Council on Public
Company
Higher Education has raised the
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

non-resident fee to the present

The Student Government is
level ($760 for the six state- rotiment tor the next ten years. paid yearly in tuition the outstudent encounters concerned about the possibility
supported institutions of higher Such states as Illinois (l5 1, of-state
We are
learning, and $980 for the Uni- Indiana (17c ), Missouri (30'), considerably more expenses. of such future hikes.
with
versity of Kentucky.)
and Tennessee (19ci) have con- A stude it u. s for gasoline, asking students to talk
General
the
of
and members
looks
The General Assembly is siderable decrease of students. transportation,
encourage them
again meeting according to law. Comparison figures showed a school supplies, entertainment, Assembly and
proposal of the
In expectation of further at- drop of 204 students from the clothes, food, :medical and to support the
Higher Edtempts to raise the tuition of fall semester of 1968 to the fall dental care, drugs, and various Council on Public
to make any
out-of-state students, the Coun- semester of 1969. This figure taxes such as state 5 percent ucation, and not
raises.
further
tax, school tax paid with
cil on Public Higher Education d o
ee
ntss.not include foreign stu- sales
phone bill, employment tax,and
has accepted a recommendation
road
tax. Often the nontoll
from the out-of-state student
Resulting from the loss of
committee to again raise the revenue, the University has had resident will attract relatives
non-resident
tuition. After to rely on larger requests from to Kentucky who also help to
a careful study made of 32 col- the state. In the 1970-72 bien- 'Supply more revenue income.
The Kentucky Parks Departleges from other states sur- nium of Niirray State Univerout-of-state
rounding Kentucky of the size sity the following figures ap- ment promotes
travelers to visit Kentucky and
of these six state supported inmollm•
peared. Request for state ap- the excellent park systems.
stitutions of higher learning
propriation for 1968-1969 was
(Murray, Eastern, Western.
$6,214,220. State appropriMorehead, Kentucky State Col- ations far 19690 is $8,152,lege, and Northern Kentucky 050, and for 1970-71 is $12,State College), the Council de489,980. Figures would show
cided to raise the tuition rate
an almost two million dollar
to $800 for the school year. Increase for the 1969-70 fiscal
Research from the 32 schools
year, and for the 1970-71 fisof the Bench Mark Institution
cal year the increase would be
showed that the media of such
a little over six million -dolschools like Ball State, Eastern
lars. Request always rise with
Illinois, East Tennessee, Kent
the cost of living and building
State, and Indiana State was expansion but not to this de$803. By allowing the Council gree. This is the only way that
to raise the rate of tuition,
the University may find subthe GeneralTssembly might be
stitute funds.
less likely to do the same but
Another factor often overraise it out of apportion.
In the last few weeks some looked by members of the state
members of the legislature have legislature is the loss of the
SUNDAY 5: PM. TO 8:PM. 479-9082
advocated raising the fees above money to the community and to
the Council's new rates. Even the state. Besides the $760.00
though the Council is allowed
to establish rates, the General
Assembly can pass legislature
above their proposal.
Murray State University and
Morehead State University have
higher rates of out-of-state stubents primarily because their
school is situated near other
states, For instance Murray is
within 8 miles of Tennessee,
Assorted Colors, Reg. $S. Yd.
45 miles of Illinois, 47 miles
While it lasts this week only
to Missouri, and within 120
miles from Indiana and Arkansas.
The Murray State University
UPHOLSTERY
Student Government is quite
concerned about this problem.
This year there has been a
decrease in enrollment of IlFloral patterns, Reg. $1. Yd.
linois students. Last year there
Hurry!
Were 701 students and this semester there are 598 students,
This is a decrease of 15%
in one year.
There are presently more
ONE LOT DRIP-DRY
junior male students than there
are freshman male students as
a result of restrictions on the
number of out-of-state students
to be allowed in the freshMan Clan.
It is estimated now by the
cost of tuitional rates and the
amount of money spent in state
Half the fun lies in the
while attending a Kentucky
doing ... the other half
school that by next year it will
in the sayings when you
take four Kentucky students to
Large Selection To Choose
make up the revenue loss of
stitch up a wardrobe of
From!
one out-of-state student who
fashions
yourself
with
has been turned away either
our sale-priced fabrics.
by restriction of out-of-state
to in-state ratio proportion
usrwicw.
wwwwdewichwich,
...swiwsow.cewowesw....Pw.Swisrew.0
,
45
,
rates or by increase if outof-state tuition.
Any outlandish raise by the
state legislature can only result in damage to the Univer- era TIME TO
FIM11111 U YOUR
sities Involved, and Kentucky's
economy. Ass result of tuitional
COMM *MID ISAVIE
Increase the following factors
have occurred.
There is actually a decrease
1.
tri
in the Murray State Univert•
sity's income. Actual reports
3
show the fotinziagi For the
1968-1969 school year a-total
income from student tuition was
$4,622,832. It is estimated that
1970 will be $4,109,751 or onehalf million dollar loss ($513,46)
081) from last year. ft is
estimated that the total fee
Income for 1970-1971 will be
$3,659,070 or almost one mil-,
lion dollar loss($963,762).Thls;
shows only the loss of tuition
income and does not show the
loss of income for dormitory
living, -books, materials, or.
4I
other services prOble& by Pick your selection Now and
this institution.
beat the Springtime rush}
Murray State Universtly has
now had to alter its present Have new drapes ready by
plans of expected student en- Spring housecleaning

BUMPER TO BUMPER — INSIDE C. OUT

•

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

•

TIRED

FRIE

C

E

25c HAMBURGERS 25c

P. N. HIRSCH st CO.
Sew It
Yourself
and Save!

FABRIC
SALE,

•
•
•

DOUBLE KNITS
$2.98 Yd.

MATERIAL
NOW 77c

Percale Solids and
Prints
44c Yd.
NYLON NET

4 Yds. $1.00

timeFurnishia;'
Is Event

•

•
•
•
•

4PLY $
NYLON
CORD

•

"ALL-WEA'THER
BLACKWAU.TIRE
ANY OF THESE SIZES
TM an Mi Oa he

G Idea Brown

•

IN ITU PRICE RANGE

7.75x IN

Plumbing Service
479-2430

•
•
•
•
•

kairaMMIAMMOWIr

7.75 x 14

TIDWELL'S

•
•
•

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN

•
•
•
•

1595

8.25 x 14

Tel aid old Uri

• y on the
sf
out for you ...
TV, tile baths,
nient location.
pool and patio
eatsod, steaks
olorful, plush
ong sand beach
, fishing, golf
world charm—
sightseeing—
mp boats come
brochure now.
• visit us soon.

Of interest to Homemakers
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Out-of-State Tuition Increase Causing Loss For Universities

MOBILE HOME
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rvices for Miss
held at 2 p. m.
e Hornbeak FunRh the Rev. Ger'ating. Burial was
Memorial Gar-
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COMPARE AND SAYE-

t of the collision
uric about 2.5 feet
nd into the rear of
ehicle, the trooper
truck's hood was
the vehicle and
• ft front portion of
, driven by James
ms, 18, of Fulton,
el added. Neither
Williams were inthe trooper said
been charged with
ing and failure to
der assistance at
an accident, and
:s been charged
ss driving. No
e been filed
r Bell or Beasley.
y, a native of Fulas employed as a
a bank in Mem. a member of the
Baptist Church.,
ived by her parMrs. Goble Over.
its Brenda OverFulton, and her
, Mr. and Mrs.
s of South Fulton
attic Overby of

THE NEWS

SECOND

atqc_m_Wi
OILCHAME ite
LUBRI

11.1.114/11111THEIll SPIIICIAL...

•
•
• 4HUNTING COATS
•

BATTERY;
POPULAR-PRICI DIPINIDABLE A
V
Get instant go-power ..
get the performance you need •

95:
;
Our car cars operas ban the"%ow bow"to make
.
our car ran wateathor ad saber. Don't wait...
bring your au la take Sed adia advaatage of dila
low price alert

Discount Prices
22 Volt starting omit with etching,
Group 24.2954, 22F.241
APINOWIlieTWMOLAiibilillile.

ii GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE :
•
•

100 WEIIIT STATE LINE,
FULTON, KY PHONE 472-1000
COMPETITIVELY
AT THE FOLLOWING DEALER:
BATTERIES
PRICED
AND

14....4:4144:44:4=4:14114

Suits, Boots
NEW! ARVIN
RADIOS, TV
STEREOS

.

•

itc41
'1(
‘•••••:

We buy-sell-trade and
Repair

ALL KINDS OF
GUNS

BROADWAY
Gun shop, Sport Center

Carnell Wilson,
Owner

time.

Iv*

rapes
Made To Order
Your Choice of 120 Fabrics!
* Fiberglass
guard

• Rayon and Acetate

• Florals

* Brocades

Cotton Scotch
* Solids

$2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 Yd.
Let us measure your }toms% for a free estimate!
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Graves Serving
First Term As
Area Legislator

THE WINTER FLU SEASON

NW,

r.:

Is coming on: is your hospitalization adequate?
If it is not. Prudential has a policy that pays
you $105. a week while you are in the hospital
. at a low, low cost. See your Prudential
Agent, TOMMY SCEARCE, 472-2562.

6t LOBBY!

/o%°1"
Write Your State Representative

RALPH GRAVES
4 Tanner Court
Frankfort
(502)
223-0496

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
PHONE
Bardwell
(502) 628-5490
628-5423

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
Frsrnch Fries

from Carlisle, Ballard, Fulton, and Hickman Counties.
(Staff Photo by Steve Mitchell)
STILL SMALL!
Icelandic ponies average only
13 hands, or 52 inches tall. The
breed of rugged beasts has
changed little since Norsemen
brought the first ones to the
island more than a thousand
years ago.

5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75c

DERBY

GETS DOWN TO BUSINESS - Rep. Ralph Graves, D-Bardwell, prepares for his session in the House as representative

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

MAGGIE LEE & THE PERCUSSIONS
EVERY THURSDAY NITE

Rep. Ralph Graves, D-Bardwell, took his seat in the House
for the first time as representative from Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton and Hickman Counties.
the
Rep. Graves, 42, Is
publisher and editor of both
Carlisle • County News,
the
Bardwell, and the Ballard County News, La Center.
From 1944 to 1946, Graves
served in the Navy. He attended
the University of Wisconsin,
Nebraska, Murray State and
Kentucky.
He is vice-chairman of the
House Committee on Counties
and Special Districts, and a
member of the House Judiciary Committee.
Active in civic and professional affairs, Graves is president
of the West Kentucky
Press Assn., and vice-president of Kentucky Press Service. He is past president of
the Bardwell Lions Club and
the Carlisle County 4-H Council, and a member of the United
Methodist Church.
He is married to the former
Linda Sue Davis Morgan and
they have two children: Dirk
Morgan, 11; Charity Morgan,8.

OBION COUNTY
FARM NEWS
BY
Joe Martin, County Agent
1 PART PER MILLION
Most people have been reading or hearing about the residue problem of certain insecticides or herbicides used on
farm crops. The tolerance allowed is always measured in
parts per million. Do you realize that 1 part per million is:
1 Inch in 16 miles, or 1 pound
in 500 tons, or 1 minute in 1.9
years, or 1 ounce of sand in
31 1/4 tons of cement, or 1
ounce of salt in 62,500 pounds
of sugar.

ation.
log of Feeder Calf Association As the honor states, we all Reelfoot Lake
recognize Me. Luck as "Mr. February 25 - Feeder Pig
Cotton" and "Mr. Soybean" in 'le - BrowaSville
West Tennessee. A more ded- Mon County
February
icated friend of farmers and Angus Sale
helper of farmers would be hard
to find.
Congratulations to Haywood SENATE ON ETHICS
Senate advocates have profor a most deserving
Luck
posed that Judges along with
honor.
every other federal official makFARM DATES TO REMEMBER ing more than 518,000 yearly
Manageto publicly disclose how they
February 16 -Farm
ment School - Obion Central make extra money.Senate MalorFebruary 17 - Feeder Pig ity Leader Mike Mansfield has
given his support to the proSale - Lexington
February 20 - Annual Meet- posal.

l

Style Perfect

CARPET

Easiest terms in tow
4PainI, Artist Suppliei

BIG AUDIENCE! •
According to estimates, one
out of every four people in the
watched the
world heard or
Apollo 11 astronauts by radio
iNo
4L.al
inont
or television as they pioneered
a path to the moon.

PSherwin - Wi1liams0
I

LIVING ROOM

Si

TURNE

ICE

ACTION
FRI. - SAT.- SUN., FEB. 13, 14, 15

JAMES GARNER
GEORGE KENNEDY if
EVA RENZI
'
INN LINGLE'

, ITS NO1 WII0 roe CON
,
ITS MOW YOU 00 IT'

PAUL naumnn
Ths heist Wird
RAY IRMO

RSA'. CHEROKEE PICTURE TECHNICOLOR"

TICCIVCOLONA

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky

2 - Pc. SPANISH
$309.95
2- Pc. FRENCH BEIGE
$299.95
2- Pc. SPANISH - VYNAL
$219.95
2 - Pc. SPANISH
$519.95
2.Pc. EARLY AMERICAN TWEED $279.95
2- Pc. VYNAL MODERN
$259.95
HIDE-A-BED EARLY AMERICAN _ _ $269.95
TRADITIONAL SOFA
$269.95

SALE

$228.88
$178.88
$162.50
$299.95
$199.95
$158.88
$158.88
$128.88

OCCASIONAL TABLES
REGULAR

_ $ 21.50
MAPLE TABLES
MAHOGANY TABLES COFFEE _ _ _ _ $ 54.60
$ 44.50
COFFEE TABLE SOLID OAK
$ 42.50
COFFEE TABLE, ITALIAN
3- TABLES HEAVY MAPLE
$ 64.50
4- TABLES MARBLE
$200.00

SALE

$ 15.50
$ 29.88
$ 24.88
$ 28.88
$ 48.88
$150.00

REGULAR

TRADITIONAL
$92.50
TRADITIONAL
$49.95
EARLY AMERICAN PLATFORM _ _ $69.95
EARLY AMERICAN PLATFORM _ _ $67.50
RECLINER
$74.50

3- Pc. ITALIAN PROVINCIAL _ _ _ _
3 - Pc. SPANISH BASSETT
3 - Pc. SOLID PECAN
3. Pc. SPANISH

$313.95
$349.95
$659.95
$159.95

$229.95
$260.00
$475.00
$115.00

LARA L

P11

PI
MISS yv

CARPET
Regular$5.99
SALE
$3.48

SALE

$68.88
$28.88
$38.88
$34.88
$49.95

REGULAR

Heinz ;
6 Lim

40,000
BTU

DINETTES, DINING ROOM
SALE

7 - Pc. DINETTE
$112.50
$ 88.88
7 - Pc. DINETTE
$ 99.95 $ 78.88
5 - Pc. DINETTE
$ 82.50
$ 60.00
7- Pc. SPANISH DINING ROOM_ __ _ $229.95
$172.00
ODD WOOD DINING CHAIRS
V2 PRICE

Pang)

GAS HEATERS

$58.88
N

DAYTIME 30'

„A

$1.7

APPLIANCES
REGULAR

20- FOOT CHEST FREEZER
GAS RANGE
12 - FOOT GE FRIGERATOR

BEDROOM SUITES

BI

EVERY ITEM ON SALE --LIVING ROOM ChAIRS

REGULAR

SUND
NON'
FNMA

LAI

WADE'S FEBRUARY FURNITURE SALE
• STORE-WIDE

AD

CI

HAYWOOD LUCK HONORED
We know
Obion
County
farmers
Join us in congratulating Haywood Luck on being
selected as the Progressive
Farmer Man-of-the-Year
in
Tennessee
Agriculture. All
recognize
Haywood
as an
Agronomy specialsit with the
Agriculture Extension Service
Station at Jackson. He has always done an extra-ordinary
job in helping to conduct the
corn, cotton, and soybean meetings that are held each winter
in Obion County as well as
working with farmers
individually on various problems
that come up In row crop oper-

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

4

111111=11111=1

$329.95
$189.95
$379.95
$279.95

KLEE]

SALE

$195.00
$129.95
$199.95
$195.00

FAC

DE1

SAVE 30% 40% 50%
DURING WADE'S BIG

Wade Furniture Company

aate
112 LAKE FULTON
DIAL- 472-1501

F10

CATSII

CBE!

Void

• Calf Association -
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25 - Feeder Pig

AD STARTS WED., FEB. 11, 1970...7-BIG DAYS!
-NEW STORE HOURSWE REDEEM USDA
SUNDAYS
9 am-7 pm
HON Thra THUS
8 am-8 pm
FOODSTAMPS
FRIDAY, SATURDAY _ _ 8am-9 pm We reserve the right to limit Quantities

21in-1°013ton County

ETHICS
vocates have projudges along with
Kieral official mean 518.000 yearly
cileclose how they
ioney.Senate Majorlike Mansfield has
import to the pro-

PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
With Coupon
-orSNOWDRIFT 3- lb. can 29c

'S Itenesse,

CECIL

LIBERTY*,

""Ii

39 FRYERS5
CRISCO
8
PORK
LARD 4 u1.6vc Fish Sticks 5111 SAUSAGE
Lunch Meat
390 BACON
SALAD
59c
ICE MILK
CARRLB,89
79(CHUCK ROAST,i'..rs..cchutaLce590
BREAD3 Miss Liberty
ak

TOWN!

South Folios

NORSEA

U.S. Inspectedle

Lb. 25°

C
LA
B.
N

MORRELL PRIDE

8-oz.

Extra Lean

ALL MORRELL

M
minssdiL
eissberty Sliced

Dressing Miss Liberty Of. Jar
CHICKEN BROTH

FRESH

▪ STORE

NICE THICK

o#0

DOG FOOD

PIES

12 d. $111
Boxes

p.

CHILI (With Beans)(3)15-oz. cans $1.00

7
CORN
MISS WISCONSIN
303

I

VIENNA SAUSAGE
.
A5-oz.cans

5

YELLOW

SILOLIDS

LBS

Maw -wessw- -.maw

I DETERGENT
GIANT
1 Package
▪

TEENIE WEENIE
Whole Kernel and
Cream Style
Golden

um""

41111w. l'

79c

I FAB

-.Now

1111""

JOWLSBy

ARMOUR

-,eow

w

.01111w.

The Piece

1 HAMS;

39C1L

12-oz.
.
Pl
a:..ems.
-.sow

........

II
Bar-B-Que

HAMBURGER
HENS
49

MEAT
3 lbs. or more LB.

90

FRESH SLICED

LARGE GRADE "A"

BEEF LIVER

LB.

8-oz. CAN

1TISSUE

ROLLS29c

MIRACLE WHIP Dressing

-Lb. 39C

FRESH

Lb. 490

PORK BRAINS

DELTA

happier
'°-"w"Paws
batier, les
-41
for
.1w-d1
-41.1

Whole Stick Lb.390

BOLOGNA

HOLIDAY SKINLESS

3303 CANS5
9°

BABY FOOD !BISCUITS

290

- CHICKEN PARTSBreasts
lb. 59c
I Thighs
lb. 59c
Legs
lb. 59c
(Reelfoot)
Chickens
Lb. 69c 1 Wings
lb. 29c
Whole or
_ lb. 10c
Pork
Lb. $1.79 Backs -8z Necks
Fresh
Fresh
Shank Half LB.690,Picnics Smoked
Lb. 59c Liver lb. 89c Gizzards lb. 39c
TV
.eanw- -eaMew- inns. .1110
.1011.
-agNineLegEle. -emigew- .411Mes. -411M1w.

13ALLARDS

Heinz Strained3 4 3/4
-oz.
6 Limit Daily
Jar

Lb.

I OLD FASHIONED LARGE

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

PEAS fit
cans

FAT BACK

12-16-oz. cans $1.00

HORMEL

LARA LYNN JUMP()

Lb. 29c

NECK BONES

5 CANS $1.00

TWIN PET

HAGAL.440

WITH

COUPON

COLLEGE INN 13 3/4-oz. Cans

TURNER'S

1. LB.

Ends &

1/4 POULIN

Center cuts
mixed,

.69

LB

FRESH

FRESH SLICED

59tPork STEAK LB.OVt
LB. 99c
5tSTEAK
r
TISSUE 1 CoabEfik :MEAT PIES' EGGS
415..z
.s1i
a
DETERGENTsaDove2Loi7:670
E
TT
u
E
CHILI 3 si
Fol
290POTATOES 1oL113.Bageo c
mEAT

SALAD
51.79 95O 95C 1.59
LIKE
LI
411.111.
DAYTIME 30

DAYTIME 15's

OVERNIGHT 12's

NEWBORN 30's

Lb. 79C

PORK CUTLETS _
COUNTRY STYLE

Quart Jar

SAUSAGE _ _ (2 lbs.or mere) Lb. 49*

CANNED DRINK

U. S. PRIME

12-oz.
CAN

RIB. SIRLOIN, ROUND

/C
ii FAl
MORTON'SdE
sasv
l
oorrt
t
se
,
A
kg
,
M PIES
,

KLEENEX

200 ct.S1 I

FACIAL
Maw -1111Maw .1111.1111.

Boxes

-011111110. -0111.10-

MEDIUM

tt
CONTADINA

MORTON'S

Can

-oelow-

-agnew

8-oz. PIE

I

Cam-

.11111111. 41111.110- -NNW .111111111. -1111111111.

Kelly
Withns

DOZ.

14 1/2-oz

65
...smo-

Each

-wellew-

15-ox.
15
ca

.01111

ILCaE
rB
K eER
heGa19

U. S. No. 1 RED Jr Aik

KELLY

12-oz.550

ON

LALCOA (Save 6c) 25 ft. Roll

CAN

9

CATSUP Hunt's

14-oz. Bottle _ _ $1.00

LIBERTY COUPON
10 1/2-os. Box

CHURNS
With Coupon

POTATOES

LIBERTY COUPON
LIBERTY COUPON
Folgers

350 COFFEE 2lb- can
$1.59

Wiout Cpn 45c
Void After Fob. 17. 1970

Frozen French Fries 2 Lb. Bag 39*

WITH COUPON
Void After Feb. 17, 1970

ORANGES

FRESH FLORIDA

LIBERTY COUPON

SNOWDRI
_ orFT
- 3lb. can 29C Miss Liberty
CRISCO
3lb. can 39C BACON
lb. pkg. 59
With Coupon and $5.00 Additional
With Coupon and $5.00 additional
Purchase. Excluding Tobacco and
Purchase.Excluding Tobacco and
Dairy Products.
Dairy Products.
Void After Feb. 17, 1970
Vold After Feb. 17, 1970
$lo Purchase required with both Coupons

5

LB. BAG

59C

LIBERTY COUPON (Save 20c)
DOVE

SOAP _ _ _ 2 Beg. Bars 19C
With Coupon
Void After Fob. 17. 1970
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8th DISTRICT of TENNESSEE

REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON
Much has been written in
the news lately about the need
to improve our environment.
It is easy to dismiss this
problem as some people's desire to beautify the countryside and reduce ugliness,
which Is all right even if it
is not a top priority need.
But there is a great deal more
to the problem than this. What
is actually at stake is the
balance of nature. Let me explain what I mean.
Wherever there are people, certain needs must be
met. There must be breatheable air, edible food, and
drinkable water, but what I
want to stress is that there
mast also be a means of disposing of waste in a manner
which does not jeopardize the
air, fOod, and water. In rural
areas and in small towns,this
necessity does not present
a large problem generally, but
as people live in larger
groups, the problems begin to
grow.
A small town can buy a
piece of land in the country
for a garbage dump and can
4ump its sewage into a nearby stream without too many
Because of the
ill effects.
small number of industries in
small towns, the air is not as
likely to be over polluted by
OPEN 7:PM
I Complete
Showing 7:1.
Hr. Repeat

FULTON
472-1651

Now Thru Saturday
WAIT

DISNEY'S
SPOTacular
cartoon
feature

•

DALMATIANS
TECHNICOLOR"

--- ALSO --

Sunday Thru Tuesday

smoke, smog, and automobile
exhaust fumes.
However, when cities of
several hundred thousand inhabitants do these things, major problems result. There
Is
garbage,
more
more
sewage, more factory smoke,
more exhaust fumes. All of
these are concentrated into a
small area and are more likely
to disrupt the balance of nature.
All plants and animals have
their function in maintaining
the balance of nature. If the
air becomes unbreatheable,
the food inedible, or the water
undrinkable for some species,
nature's balance is likely to
become disrupted and serious
problems could result.
For
example, several
years ago China was having
a problem with sparrows. As
soon as the farmers sowed
their fields, the sparrows Immediately swarmed into the
fields and began eating the
seeds. The authorities decided to have a national antisparrow day. On the appointed
day, everyone in China went
to the fields carrying pots,
pans, and anything to make
noise. Whenever any sparrows came into sight, all the
people began beating their pots
and pans. The idea was to
make it impossible for the
sparrows to find a moment's
peace in the whole
nation
during that day. The remarkable thing is that it worked.
The sparrows deserted China
and did not return that year.
Everyone in the country was
pleased until harvest time approached. Then ltbecame apparent that sxnething was
wrong. The insects, unhampered by the sparrows, almost
destroyed the crops, and near
famine resulted. Rtook years
to restore the full balance of
nature that had been disrupted.
Although we are not likely
to have an anti-sparrow day
In this country, our pollution
of the land, the air, and the
water could well endanger
certain species .,of plants,
wildlife, and even man. We
can stand a certain amount of
ugliness, but Just how long
we can stand to threaten the
balance of nature is a different question. The fight against
pollution is more than a mere
attempt to make things pretty.
For this reason, those of us
who live in rural areas are
just as concerned about pollution as those who live in the
cities.

CHECK & COMPARE
Whits A & P
71601-211
Potatoes
.
Green
Beans 7'LT... $1
Chicken Ann Page
Noodle 7 iz..°....$1

Ann Page Soup

10 - Oz

Vegetable 7 $1 Puree
Gnue
Potted
73c-.°.... $1 Beans
Meat
1 Sauer
Peas
7 $1 Kraus

A IL P Cut

COLOR "(Technicolor
FHIMO Panavision'

ral Sorted

!fr. Artiste

Starts Feb. 18th
Butch Cassidy
& Sundance Kid

A&

Campbell's

A&

Swift

Soup

P Whole Kernel

7,L....si Golden
Cora 5 $1
'
P French Style Vegetable
5 ..0...ri1 Soup 6:
6,,
lo- $1
Pride
of
Illinois
A&P
5 it-a'
.
on a. Si coil 5„Li?.$1
Ions

17. Os.

Cans

Iona

17
C:
a- nC)

Bone-In Beef

HERE'S
HOW

Ica

GE7

"

U.S. G

FR

Limit
Thru - Fr
WH a

U.S.GO'

;MORE
WITH $5.00 OR
PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL

8

SCHOOL 517 oz.
DAYS
CANS
PEAS
Sultana

Sultana

CORN V.1

SAUS

SAVE 244

Paramount

Tema Flakes 4 can.
Paramount
an 3,Sc.
Chili w/Bes,

A&P

Chink

;°
6Cans
'
3 $1
Ketchup
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., FEB. 14

6Ol.t1
-Os.

Tulip

Ann Page

ANE PARKER

ANACIN TABLETS SANDWICH BREAD
Strawberries...2324.590
100 Size Temple
30'S,
_59•
10
For
490
Orauges
4890 PUMPKIN
Red
501.
6 -PkOz.
PIE 1049 EA.
100
Radishes
$1 SAVE
1001.

3:89
49:

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The office of state Atty. Gen.
John Breckinridge said Thursday that the head of the Public
Service Commission, Harold
Kelley, apparently violated a
state-conflict-of - Interest law
through contracts held by his
accounting firm.
Kelley's firm has held three
state contracts worth a total of
$18,000 since Kelley became the
PSC chairman in early 1968.
The ruling, which does not
have the force of law, held that
Kelley violated the state law
forbidding "an officer or employe of an agency...to hold or
enjoy, in whole or in part, any
contract" valued at $2.5 or more
with the state.

At A&P Food Stares
Replier Pr.ce Without C 3ui.son
Coupon Expires Sat., Feb. 14
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

Good Only

KLEENEX
JUMBO
TOWELS
SAVE 164

GRE
BEA

KRAF7

WITH COUPON IN AD

CRE

SCOTTIES

STEELE S

FACIAL TISSUES
00
200 CT.

TOMA

24-oz. BOT'

WESS

BOXES

Many limes we can save
the overage taxpay•r
more than the small cost
of our trerric•. Bring your
'ax problems to us. You'll
sore time, worry and often
money, Don't d•lay. Se*
Block today.

I IiOZ EN

WITH COUPON IN AD

GUARANTIt

We guarantee accurate proper otoon of every tan return
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest

'(co.P

America's Largest Tax

LIMIT 4
PLEASE

GRADE

LET BLOCK—
FIGURE
YOUR

111,11

31c

3Lb. Pity. or More(All Beef)
Lb.590
Hamburger
Fresh Chicken Parts
Whole Breasera1580
Fresh Chicken Parts
Whole Legs Lb.680

THEN GET A $2.00 REFUND BY MAIL
•
AVAILABLIDETAILS
AT A&P STORES

Conflict Of
Interest Law
Is Violated

A Harry Saltzman 1'ft/fiction

Tondo

with Over 4000 Offices

Service
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9 AM to 9 PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

SAVE Ap PILLSBURY 3 Boxes WIT

180.. ea,

OVER
$1.00
Wilts Coupons
In This Ad

BATTER
WITH
THIS
CAKE
COUPON
MIX

Good Only At A a P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Eityirst Sat., Feb 14
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

Ap 41111(
Coupon Worth IS/

on Purchase Of Any 3 Pkp.

PILLSBURY
FROSTING
MIXES

Food Stores
Pries Without Coupon
Coupon Good Thine Sat., Feb. le
lam I Coupon Per Customee
Good Only At A&P
Results:

'4J
PILLSBURY Lb. Beg 39'AP

OR FLOUR
BALLARD je

With This Coup°

Plain Or SW Rising
Uood Only At Al? Food Stores
Reputes Price Without Coupon
Corson Good They Set.. Feb. 14
Utah I Coupon Per Customer

itilitilni i_ a I I'AP
SCOTTIES 4
TISSUE With
GFACIAL
CIA:
OSS

2inc
«. $1.00
This Coupon

At A&P Food Stores
Rceptlar
oup Prio•WithoutCo
Expireism.. E.bupol:
Coupon
j..buit I Coupon Pee Customer
Y

Nice
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"SWING INTO THE '70's" JOIN THE SAVINGS PARADE!
E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET
'Nkszsv:A0\"\X'
tti,e

with
NE rft
MPACK4D
MONEYSAV

U. S. GOVT INSPECTED

FRYERS
Limit 3 Please
Thru Friday - Sat.
WHOI.E

Lb.

U.S.GOVERNMENT

55 .

MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM, - yes, MAXIMUM sayings for you, Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SAVINGS
means your Food Budget, - your Food Money, DOES MORE for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket.- MAXISAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
The '11 DO MORE for youi
in
Choice
S. CHOICE

oAsTui. RoAsTuuur•

Chuck
vas Lb.
Lkt 334

CUT - UP

ERS
V k
IT
E
FOI
SAUSAGE 2Lbs.

Ti. S. CHOICE

1.09

R
URGE
HAMB
4

GRADE "A"

Lb

ORANGE JUICE
FLORIDA GOLD - FROZEN

5

4 -Cli
1
1.
U.`1

sI titED
BACON

VALLEY

Lb

KRAFT

r

Mayonnaise

EA

E.W. JAMES & SONS

:
,
99
,f4
59 IdniiiieT
II•

100Z.

JAR

coupon

INNi

No

GOOD THRU
FEL 19

$

/II C. 1t4

vim •

STEELE'S 303 16-oz.

TOMATOES 5 For$1.0041
WESSON OIL

411.

11••••.0111.•
....••••••

Feb. 14
AM.

Omit

AP

Nice

1O$1
LETTUCE

Scant/els.

2

EXPIRATION DATE

Large

190.

OCOMA FROZEN

Without coupon '1.65 •• Ili

BAGLB.

57

FEB. 19, 1970

534 iCD Wm WItown

MEAT PATTIES

Or"

Stores
Coupon

a

24-oz. BOTTLE

COUPON REQUIRED WITH PURCHASE

BIG
ROLL tor

5

t Good only at: E.W. JAMES & SONS
Coupon expires

ROOT BEER1/2 gal.

25 lb.

HYDE PA

InTetEMEEtiMi

imams

SONS tit.
LW.JAMES NGS"
z 9:
SUPERMARKET

3for 254

Pepsi-Cola

31

"MAXI-SAVI

590

L.

FEB. 19, 1970

wommaramare

'

For $1

LiO
L

21

Es
-

Saltine Crackers ! Hamburger Buns

8

Limit I Please

Y

Pillsbury's Best FLOUR tli

E.W. JAMES & SONS

/Pi

DOUBLE o
16-oz.

MEMPRICE APPLIES ONLY WITH THIS COUPON IMA
,t4"

Limit 2 Please

y

1 1
c n•
$ ;if
it
A
'4•4••:•4 GOO D TH R U IL B. 19.4:•+-44.•
.

CD WION mi.'s.WEIWM

3oz. 111

ii.. ,„:

WITH THIS COUPON

hIgetes•

: ____.
sr
4..4
:

Without this

Salmon
Pink69

y

X

it4

$1

16-oz. 303 Size

CREAM STYLE
CORN 5-For

•.i:
Special
*
1 Folger's Coffee +

inn Good only at E.W. JAMES

With this valuable coupon 150 ft.
King Size Alcoa Wrap

CREAM CHEESE

Couoon

PRIDE OF ILL

LADY SCOTT

'1 oz.

PHILADELPHIA

S1.00

doz.

.1111.1PA .41111110.

.41.11P.

.:.

^.4

Lb.

RE •R EXTRA LARGE

3la

2

KRAFT

0ALL MEA'1'

EGGS

GREAT-N- A.00 41ARSHMALLOW$1 BATHROOM
TISSUE 2-Rolls
BEANS 4 Lb. 7,1 CREAM 4 For

'". 494

111 AP

• ••

CUAWflDII

TENDER COOK

Ezs: 89C

5

REELFOOT

South Fulton, Tenn.

.411.11IA .111.1111.

ES
0

BOLOGNA

[INCH 3
1KATS PAKS

/And Additional $5.00 Purchase. Excludin
Milk and Tobacco Products LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

6- oz. CAN

CH BREAD

554 STEW BEEF

ASSORTED

p Lb 4(4
Lb. 87

whole

BONELESS

12-oz.
Lb. 894 FRANKS
SLICED
REELFOOT

WITH THIS COUPON

CHOICEeao

891; sgi fOo ,E- JOWL Lb. 49 Wicircs

Shortening

for$

ARK ER

Chuck

AINGLISH CUT

Red Or
Golden

29
pp1Es..„„s
Lb.
Bag"9

JONATHANS0
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SPECIAL SAVINGS .
SAL
ki

AIL

"VVALK-IN"
KINGSVVOOD
STOCK NO. 147;

MODEL NO. 14644
Tinted glass, floor mats
2 front, 2 rear,
rear window air deflector,
mote mirror, visor
air, r
vanity mirror, 300-hp.
350 Cu. In. engine
comfortilt steering wheel,
turbo hydramatic,
power steering, H78515
radio, luggage carrier,
white tires, pushbutton
saddle vinyl trim,
desert sand color.

NALIB'U 8
SPORT COUPE

RED TAG SALE PRICE

NO. 1

cover'
guards, vinyl roof
door-edge turbo-hydramatic, powe
rear,
and
floor mats front
Tinted glass,
-Cu._ in engine
rear sea
b,akes, 250-hp, 350
pushbutton radio,
covers,
green, air, power
wheel
full
tires,
while
steering, F70x14
color.
trim, green .mist
speaker, dark vinyl
.

;

ODEL

RED TAG SALE

:MAL
,VINGS

40074'

PRICE

and rear,
NO. 16447
mats front
244; MODEL
glass, floor
engine, turbo
STOCK NO.
tinted
trim,
-Cu. in•
green vinyl
rear seat
300 hp 350
mist, dark
green; air,
pushbutton radio,
45 Green guards, vinyl roof,
tires,
white
G7Bx15
edge
door
steering,
hydramatic, power
brakes.
disc
wheels,
Peaker; rally

RED

OPEN

PRICE
TAG SALE

8 a.m. 9 p.m.

' 1970

1/2 TON

TOCK NO,
60;
MODEL NO.
Body side
ceto934
mo/ding, door
springs, wheel
edge
and
covers,
guards, rear
078)(15 on 4
medium
view
Preen with
off rear
green vinyl
,f mirrors, hea vy duly
tiresull
foam *Sat
roe
trim.
04,1 IAN

FLEETSIDE

PICKUP

RED TAG
SALE PRICE

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
LOTS OF FREE PARKING
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" —

OL

T

WE HAVE MANY OTHER RED TAG
SPECIALS NOT SHOWN HERE. NOW
IS THE TIME TO MAKE A BEE-LINE
TO OUR LOT AND SEE THEM ALL!
Amimmasnis
Warren Tuck, Manus Williams , Mike *MM. Avbrey Taylor Vernon SOraggs.
and Dan Taylor—

gs'
TAYLOR
BUICK,
INC.
.on
.."TAYLORL
CHEVROLETlirEALS

107 HICHWAY

PHONE Mows

